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This report contains a brief description of the Stromberg Datagraphixs 4060
(SD-4060) Orbit Comparison Plot (OCPLT4) Program, along with user informa-
tion and a source program listing. This program was developed by Computer
Sciences Corportation under Task Assignment 096 to supersede the SC-4020
OCPLT4 Program, which was developed in early 1970. The object program is
currently on tape number 564M, and filed under Program Number 498 at GSFC
Program library.
In addition to correcting several errors that existed in the original program,
this program incorporates the following new features:
* For any satellite whose observations are processed by the Definitive
Orbit Determination System (DODS), the orbital uncertainty esti-
mates (OUE) can be obtained via appropriate card input with no major
modification to the program.
* All satellite-related information (e. g., plotter scales, cutoff limits,
plotting frequencies) is user controlled via card input.
* Not all components of OUE must be obtained. The user has the
option of obtaining only the radial component if there is no need for
the other two components.
* The altitude and time graph formats are controlled by the user and
are not stored for specific satellites.
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The purpose of the SD-4060 OCPLT4 Program is to generate an instruction tape
for the Stromberg Datagraphixs 4060 (SD-4060) plotter (see Reference 1). The
resulting graphs display component differences between two satellite position
vectors within an overlapping time period. These differences are called the
orbital uncertainty estimates (OUE). The following set of three orthogonal vec-
tor components is plotted:
* The radial component
* The component normal to the radial component in the orbital plane
· The component normal to the radial component and normal to the
orbital plane
Each component is plotted on an individual graph.
The components can be plotted on either a linear or a logarithmic ordinate scale,
and against an altitude or a time abscissa scale. The choice of abscissa scale
is a function of the satellite's altitude. Low-altitude satellites with several rev-
olutions per day are usually plotted against a time scale, and the results are
called time graphs, whereas high-altitude satellites which complete only one
revolution in several days are usually plotted on an altitude scale, and the re-
sults are called altitude graphs. When requested, these graphs also display the
time distribution plots of observations used in obtaining the converged elements
that provide the overlapping ephemerides. These graphs provide the experi-
menter with the OUE that can be used for analyzing definitive orbit results
(see Reference 2).
OCPLT4 provides OUE graphs for any satellite whose observations are proc-
essed by the Definitive Orbit Determination System (DODS) on the IBM Sys-
tem/360.
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Inputs to the SD-4060 OCPLT4 Program include the vector compare (VC) tapes,
which are generated by DODS Ephemeris Comparison Subsystem; and a working-
observations-file tape, which is generated by the DODS Differential Correction
(DC) Subsystem.
Output from the SD-4060 OCPLT4 Program consists of a printout detailing what
was accomplished by the run, and an instructions tape for the SD-4060 plotter
to plot the OUEs. Usually, the SD-4060 plotter will provide 16-mm microfilm
frames, one frame for each OUE graph, although 35-mm can be requested.
Hard copies can be obtained from either film format upon request.
The SD-4060 OCPLT4 Program has been compiled under FORTRAN IV, level H,
optimization level 2, on the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) IBM System/360
Model 95, operating under OS using Release 19.6. No changes are necessary
to run this program on the M&DO IBM System/360 Model 75.
The remaining sections of this user's guide present detailed information on pro-
gram input (with sample deck setup), program output (including error messages),
sample plotter output graphs, and operating information (with timing estimates).
Also presented are the programming approach utilized, brief descriptions of
subroutines, and a source program compilation listing.
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SECTION 2 - PROGRAM INPUT
2.1 USER OPTIONS
All satellite-related variables are user controlled in this version of OCPLT4.
Variables include satellite name, ID number, and date of run, all of which
appear on the plots. Grid labeling and grid spacing are also user controlled to
provide the flexibility required to process a wide variety of satellites. Other
user inputs are the upper and lower cutoff limits for graphs. These inputs
allow the user to control the overall appearance of the plots.
The user controls the following in a single job submission: the type of abscissa
(altitude or timel); the type of ordinate scale (linear or logarithmic); whether
or not observation data distribution will be plotted; and whether the radial com-
ponent only, or all three OUE components, will be plotted.
2.2 TAPE INPUT
OCPLT4 requires at least two input tapes. The first, the VC tape, is generated
by DODS using function 1 of the COMPARE verb (see Reference 3). This is a
nine-track EBCDIC tape which is loaded on any 2400 series tape drive. It con-
tains the Orbit Comparison Report (see Reference 3). This report is obtained
by comparing two overlapping ephemerides (satellite-position time histories).
Both ephemerides must be generated at equally spaced and corresponding time
points in the overlap region. The differences between the two satellite position
vectors at each point in time are expressed as differences between three orthog-
onal components of the vectors. The Orbit Comparison Report consists of a
tabulation of the two ephemerides, the three component differences (which are
the OUEs), and the total vector difference as a function of time. Several Orbit
Comparison Reports (also called VC Reports) could be written onto a single file
1 Either plot, or both, may be generated from a single job submission.
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on a tape, and several files could be written onto a single tape, but they must
appear in ascending time order. OCPLT4 will process up to 24 VC files in a
single job submission.
The second tape is the working-observations-file tape. This is a nine-track
binary tape which is likewise loaded on any 2400 series tape drive. It contains
the working observations data (see Reference 4), as generated by DODS using
the SETDC verb (see Reference 3). It should contain the observations from a
time period which extends by at least three hours on both sides of the period
covered by all of the VC files to be plotted. These observations could be in con-
centric or nonconcentric time order. This is determined by the relationship
between the epoch of elements and the start time used in creating the working-
observations-file tape. When the epoch date precedes, or is equal to, the start
time of data, observations will be in ascending time order (nonconcentric). If
epoch is between start and end time, observations will be in concentric order.
In case no data distribution plots are requested, a tape must still be mounted;
it may be a dummy tape. When using the SETDC verb for this purpose, the
standard DODS Job Control Language (JCL) should be overridden so that the
working-observations-file data are output on tape instead of disk.
2.3 CARD INPUT
At least 15 data cards are required for each OCPLT4 run. These cards must
appear in the data deck in the order indicated by card number (Card 1, Card 2,





Format Column Name Description
Al 1 CON Indicates whether data on working ob-
servations file tape is concentric
edited:
= C, concentric edited
f C, not concentric edited
1X 2 Blank
A8 3-10 SNAME Satellite name (e.g., SSS-1) (left
justified)
1X 11 Blank
I5 12-16 ISAT Satellite identification no. (e. g.,
71961)
1X 17 Blank
I6 18-23 IRUN Computer run date in YYMMDD for-
mat (e.g., 720912)
1X 24 Blank
I1 25 LOG Indicates type of scale on Y-axis of
graph:
= 0, linear scale
= 1, log scale
1X 26 Blank
I1 27 MANY Controls labeling interval for the hours
scale (X-axis) on the data distribution
plot when altitude graphs are desired:
= 0, label every hour
= 1, label every 4 hours; this prevents
overcrowding of the hours labels
and as a rule should be used when
there are more than 2 days be-























Lower limit of X-coordinate on altitude
graph, thousands of km
Upper limit of X-coordinate on altitude
graph, thousands of km
Lower limit of Y-coordinate on altitude
or time graph, radial component (km)
Same as above except for in-plane
component
Same as above except for normal-to-
plane component
Upper limit of Y-coordinate on altitude
or time graph, radial component (km)
Same as above except for in-plane
component
Same as above except for normal-to-
plane component














Format Column Name Description
F10. 0 1-10 XGRID Length of interval for drawing grid
along the X-axis, altitude option only
(thousands of km)
-F10. 0 11-20 XLABEL Length of interval for labeling grid
along the X-axis, altitude option only
(thousands of km)
F3. 1 21-23 FMTX Format for labeling grid along the
X-axis, altitude option only. FMTX
is of the form W. D, where W is the
maximum number of characters in a
label, including decimal point but not
the sign; and D is the number of places
to be displayed to the right of the deci-
mal. If the X-axis were to be labeled
from 0. to 140., FMTX would be 4. 0.






Format Column Name Description
F10. 0 1-10 YGRID1 1 Length of interval for drawing grid
along the Y-axis of altitude or time
graph, radial component (km)
F10. 0 11-20 YGRID2 Same as above except for in-plane
component
F10. 0 21-30 YGRID3 Same as above except for normal-to-
plane component
F10.0 31-40 YLAB1 Length of interval for labeling grid
along the Y-axis of altitude or time
graph, radial component (km)
F10. 0 41-50 YLAB2 Same as above except for in-plane
component
F10. 0 51-60 YLAB3 Same as above except for normal-to-
plane component
F3.1 61-63 FMTY1 Format for labeling grid along the
Y-axis of altitude or time graph,
radial component (see FMTX on
card 3)
1X 64 Blank
F3. 1 65-67 FMTY2 Same as above except for in-plane
component
1X 68 Blank
F3. 1 69-71 FMTY3 Same as above except for normal-to-
plane component
1X 72 Blank
1 These fields should be left blank when using the log mode, since the log mode





Format Column Name Description
F10. 0 1-10 ERRL01 Lower cutoff limit. If the radial com-
ponent is less than ERRL01, the com-
ponent is set equal to ERRL01 and
plotted. ERRLO1 is in km.
F10. 0 11-20 ERRL02 Same as above except for in-plane
component
F10. 0 21-30 ERRL03 Same as above except for normal-to-
plane component
F10. 0 31-40 ERRHI1 Upper cutoff limit. If the radial com-
ponent is greater than ERRHI1, the
component is divided by 10 before
plotting, and an appropriate message
is displayed on the plotted output.
ERRHI1 is in km.
If, after dividing by 10, the value of
ERRHI1 is still exceeded, data are
plotted outside the graph (user should
then increase the scale accordingly
and resubmit this run).
F10. 0 41-50 ERRHI2 Same as above except for in-plane
component











YYMMDD of start time of period to be
plotted
Blank









Format Column Name Description




(Cannot precede start time on first








Indicates type of graph to be plotted.
If = TIME, only time graphs are
plotted; if left blank, both altitude
and time graphs are plotted.
1 For time graphs only--user must specify TIMEY = TIME and NSS6 = 0 or
blank. For altitude graphs only--user must leave TIMEY blank and specify



















= 1, eliminate data distribution part
of graphs
= 0, do not eliminate data distribution
part of graphs
Debug printout flag:
= 1, suppress debug printout
= 0, do not suppress debug printout
Graph flag:
= 1, suppress time graphs
= 0, generate both altitude and time
graphs
1 For time graphs only--user must specify TIMEY = TIME and NSS6 = 0 or



















Indicates number of range difference
vector components to be plotted:
= 1, only the radial component is
plotted
= 3, all three components are plotted
Blank
Plotting interval for time graphs (min-
utes) (Equals the frequency of selecting
points from VC report, must be inte-
gral multiples of T3DIFF x 60) (See
Card 11)
Blank
Satellite apogee (to nearest km)
Blank
Satellite perigee (to nearest km)

















Format Column Name Description
F4. 0 1-4 T3DIFF Time between comparison points, in









TAPE1 VC tape number
Blank
IFILE 2 Number of VC reports on this tape
1One card per tape must be specified for each VC tape number for any com-
bination of tapes and files on tape, up to 24 files. There may be more than
one file per tape.
2 There may be more than one VC report per file and more than one file per


























(Only one file will be processed per
single submission. The time span of
data must extend on both sides of the










Blank card; indicates end of card
input.
NOTE: There can be more than 15 data cards because card 12 may be repeated
up to 24 times.





The SD-4060 OCPLT4 Program uses only one file, a temporary disk data set,
FT22F001. This data set contains time-sorted information from the working-
observations-file tape and is used in plotting the data distribution portion of
altitude or time graphs. There is a record for each observation. These rec-





A4 NOSTOP Indicates end of data. In the last record,





I4 ITIME9 Hour-of-day and minute-of-hour (HHMM)
1X Blank
I2 ITYPE Type of observation:
= 1, R range data
= 2, £ 1 minitrack direction cosines
= 3, ml data
= 9, R range-rate data
= 17, RAO-X) radio antenna observation
= 18, RAO-YI angles data
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SECTION 3 - PROGRAM OUTPUT
3.1 TAPE OUTPUT
The program's output is a seven-track binary instruction tape (data set
SC4060ZZ), which is used as input to the SD-4060 plotter. The format of this
tape is described in Reference 5.
3.2 SYSTEM PRINTER OUTPUT
This section presents information on normal printer output and on error mes-
sage output.
3.2.1 Normal Printer Output
As processing is initiated, the program prints out some of the input variables
to enable the user to spot check possible input errors along with the start and
end times of the first VC report to be plotted. As processing proceeds, the
first task of the program is to rearrange the concentric sorted observations
from the working-observation-file tape in ascending time order, when neces-
sary. The time and type of the rearranged observations are printed out. Each
rearranged time and type is preceded by the letters "ABCD. a"
When both altitude and time graphs are requested along with the data distribu-
tion plots, as in the sample output (see Appendix B), the program will first plot
altitude graphs for each of the three OUE components from the first VC report,
with the associated data distribution information and then the time graphs with
the associated data distribution graphs. To indicate that the program has fin-
ished reading the VC report, a flag "AT 1004" is printed. The backspacing of
this VC report, needed when both altitude and time graphs are requested, is
shown by A3COMP=7 until the VC report is backed to the first data point.
ITGPH indicates that the time plots will be plotted next. This sequence is re-
peated until all VC reports have been processed.
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The main portion of the printout is concerned with the data distribution portion
of the graphs. Because the data distribution is identical for all three OUE com-
ponents, they appear in triplicate. When altitude graphs are plotted, the portion
of orbit being plotted is indicated by apogee-to-perigee (A-P) or perigee-to-
apogee (P-A) pass. The time span between A-P or P-A is indicated by the
PERIOD PLOTTED, and the YYMMDD HHMM of the start and end times of the
period, and also by the integer hour difference between the start and end times.
For time graphs, this period is fixed at 24 hours.
The type and quantity of data available from the working-observation-file tape
during the period being plotted is also indicated. The number denoted in the
message "... PASSES PLOTTED xx" refers to the number of minutes contain-
ing one or more observations from a single station. Thus, if within 1 minute,
one or more observations were obtained from one station; the number of passes
is increased by one and one asterisk is plotted in the data distribution plot at a
location corresponding to the hour and minute of the observation.
Refer to Appendix B for a more detailed description of normal printer output.
3.2.2 Debug Output
As a further aid to the user, debug printout will be displayed if column 5 on
data card 9 is 0 or is left blank.
This printout, which supplements the normal printout, contains several flags
to help identify where in the program the computation takes place, the values
of several key variables, the computed location in plotter units of the first point
to be plotted, the hours for altitude plots, and the geocentric distances for the
time plots and their coordinates on the respective graphs.
3.2.3 Error Message Output
If the start year-month-day of the current VC report is greater than the end
year-month-day of the previous report, the message TIME SPAN INCORRECT
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ON THIS VC REPORT will be printed, along with the start and end year-month-
day in question. Finally, the message OCPLT4 WILL PROCEED TO NEXT VC
REPORT TO SEARCH FOR CORRECT TIME SPAN will be printed.
If the time period to be plotted extends beyond the end time of the time-sorted
working observations file information on the temporary disk data set, the mes-
sage REQUESTED TIME SPAN TO BE PLOTTED EXCEEDS OBSERVATION
TIME will be printed, and program execution will terminate.
The Integrated Graphics Software (IGS) System is a subroutine library used by
OCPLT4 to generate an instruction tape for the SD-4060 plotter. In the event
that OCPLT4 gives an illegal command to the IGS System (such as a command
to plot a number off scale), an appropriate error message from the IGS System
will be printed. A complete list of these error messages can be found in
Table 3-4 of Reference 1, and is reproduced verbatim in Appendix C.
3.3 GRAPHIC OUTPUT
The final products of this program are graphs which display the OUE for an
orbit, along with the data distribution information. This section describes the
two types of graphs (altitude and time) generated by the OCPLT4 Program.
Appendix B illustrates a complete set of altitude and time graphs.
3.3. 1 Altitude Graphs
Altitude graphs are usually requested when a satellite's orbital period is greater
than 24 hours. An altitude graph presents the OUE components as a function of
geocentric distance, and also includes a separate data distribution plot.
Six altitude graphs are normally generated for each orbital period. The ab-
scissa of each graph represents the satellite's radial distance from the center
of the earth in 1000-km units. The first three graphs (Figures B-2 through B-4)
are plotted for one-half an orbit, from apogee to perigee; and the other three
graphs (Figures B-5 through B-7) are plotted for the remaining half of the orbit,
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from perigee to apogee. The ordinates of the three graphs for each half orbit
are the three components of the range difference vector: the radial component,
the component in the orbital plane normal to the radial component, and the com-
ponent normal to the orbital plane. Two altitude graphs will be generated when
user specifies radial component only.
At the bottom of each graph is a separate plot, which is produced at the user's
request. The observations that are available from the working-observations-
file tape are represented on this plot versus universal time (UT) (see Fig-
ures 3-1 and 3-2). The time span of this plot corresponds to half of the orbital
period. Asterisks represent the data distribution for three sets of observation
types: radio antenna observation (RAO) X and Y angles; Minitrack direction
cosines (E and m); and range and range rate (R and R). The asterisks become
darker as more observations are available at a given time, as from several
stations (see Figure 3-3). When no observations are available on the tape,
during the time interval of a plot, or if a blank observation tape is mounted,
the message NO DATA FOR THIS PERIOD will appear in place of the asterisks
(see Figure 3-2).
The following user input information appears in the title of each graph:
Run date (e.g., 720912)
Satellite name (e.g., SSS-1)
Satellite ID (e.g., 71961)
The grid spacing and coordinate labeling are user controlled.
The numbers along the altitude OUE curve indicate UT in hours of day along
the trajectory. These hour numbers start with the hour of apogee and end with
the hour of perigee for the apogee-perigee graphs, and are in reversed order
for the perigee-apogee graphs. As would be expected, these times are gener-
ally not equally spaced.
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Figure 3-2. Altitude Graph of Apogee-Perigee
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A similar time span is printed in the data distribution plot; however, the time
spacing in this plot is uniform. The units here are also UT, and they corre-
spond to the hours of the day for the data distribution. In addition, the obser-
vation dates appear on the data distribution plots. A date is printed for every
computed day within the trajectory's time span (see Appendix B, Figure B-1).
3.3.2 Time Graphs
Time graphs are usually requested for satellites with short orbital periods (two
or more revolutions per day). The time graph is basically similar to the alti-
tude graph, with the following exceptions:
* Three graphs are normally generated, one for each component of the
OUE, for each 24-hour period, starting at midnight UT.
* The abscissa of each graph is divided into hours of day UT.
* The numbers which appear along the OUE curves indicate radial
distance from the center of the earth along the trajectory, in 1000-km
units.
The remainder of the graph is similar to the altitude graph.
The data distribution plot in the time graph presents the same types of observa-
tional data as the altitude graph. The plot corresponds to the 24-hour period
covered in the OUE portion of the graph.
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SECTION 4 - OPERATING INFORMATION AND SAMPLE JCL SETUP
4.1 OPERATING INFORMATION
This section describes the minimum system configuration for the OCPLT4
Program and gives timing estimates for program execution.
4.1.1 System Configuration
For the IBM System/360 Model 95 or Model 75, the minimum system configura-
tion required to support the SD-4060 OCPLT4 Program consists of the follow-
ing:
* Three nine-track tape drives.
· One seven-track tape drive.
· Direct access space for an intermediate file.
· Standard system input and output files.
· The system data set for the SD-4060 named SYS2. SC4060 or
SYS2. SD4060.
* An SD-4060 plotter.
4.1.2 Timing
A reasonable IBM System/360-95 timing estimate for OCPLT4 to process and
plot a period of i month of data for 90 time graphs using a program load module
is as follows:
CPU = 3 minutes
I/O = 15 minutes
No timing estimate is needed for the SD-4060 plotter; however, turnaround is
usually a few days.
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4.2 JCL REQUIREMENTS
Figure 4-1 shows the Job Control Language (JCL) required to execute OCPLT4
using the program load module.
Data set SC4060ZZ is the seven-track output instructions tape used for input to
the SD-4060 plotter. Data set FT20 is allocated to the nine-track VC tapes.
There can be as many as 24 of these VC files or tapes. Each file requires an
FT20 card. Data set FT23F001 is a nine-track working-observations-file tape.
For detailed information on these tapes, see Subsections 2.2 and 3. 1. Data



















1. OCPLT4 system tape number
2. Data set name for output tape (user-specified)
3. Output tape number (assigned by computer operator or user-specified)
4. VC tape number (user-specified). There may be as many as 24 FT20FOxx
cards in a single OCPLT4 run. These cards must be in ascending time
order, one for each VC file. See Appendix A for samples showing how
data set names and labels change for succeeding files.
5. Working-observations-file tape number (user-specified)
Figure 4-1. JCL Setup for Executing the OCPLT4 Program
(SD-4060 Version)
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SECTION 5 - PROGRAMMING METHOD AND SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS
5.1 PROGRAMMING METHOD
The first function performed by OCPLT4 is that of reading data cards and
initializing variables for control of titling, grid generating, and grid labeling.
Values read from input cards are carried into the grid drawing subroutine,
TITLES. This information remains constant during execution of the entire pro-
gram. Before the working-observations-file tape is processed for the data
distribution portion of the plots, the tape is first time-sorted and rewritten on
disk. This must be done in case the data on the working-observations-file tape
was sorted concentrically.
During execution of the program for altitude graphs (see Figures 3-1 and 3-2),
each P-A and A-P period is determined. Component values from the VC report
are selected for plotting when the radial distance has changed by at least AR km
for the previous value, where AR equals the quantity (A-P)/100.
Once a period has been completed, the subroutine DATAPT is called to plot
data distribution within the time span of the period. The subroutine TIMTCK is
also called to develop a time scale along the component curve to allow corre-
lation between time and altitude. Time values are plotted on altitude graphs
at 5-hour intervals for altitudes above a radial distance of 100, 000 km, and
at 1-hour intervals for altitudes below a radial distance of 100, 000 km.
When time graphs are to be generated (see Figure 3-3), the three range differ-
ence vector components are plotted against time (one day per graph). Sub-
routine ALTCK is called to develop an altitude scale along the curve, for corre-
lation with time. Altitude values to the nearest kilometer are plotted at 1-hour
intervals along the time curves.
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5.2 SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS
This section lists the subroutines the OCPLT4 Program uses from the SD-4060
subroutine library, and describes the main routine (MAIN) and the calling
sequences for the nine subroutines of the OCPLT4 source program. A listing
of the source program appears in Appendix D.
5.2. 1 SD-4060 Subroutines Used
The OCPLT4 Program uses the generalized subroutines for the SD-4060 (see
Reference 1) to generate all plots. These subroutines do the plotting, generate
the grids, and label the graphs and grids. The following is a list of the SD-4060
subroutines used by OCPLT4:




5.2.2 OCPLT4 Source Program Subroutines
5.2.2.1 MAIN Routine
MAIN contains all the logic that controls the various options available to the
user, computes all the coordinates for generating the OUE graphs, and also
serves as the executive routine for all other subroutines. The following steps
are the primary divisions of the MAIN routine:
1. After initializing constants and flags that identify the options re-
quested by the user, reading input cards and checking requests for
consistency, and printing several messages to the user, the pro-
gram will proceed, if no inconsistencies exist; otherwise the job is
terminated.
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2. MAIN will rearrange the observations from the working observation
file in time ascending order, if necessary.
3. MAIN will call on ASREAD to read the first (next) VC report and
will select and restore the OUE values along with the corresponding
time and range to be used in generating the OUE graphs.
4. If altitude graphs are requested, MAIN will determine whether an
A-P or P-A segment should be plotted next. Then the values of OUE
components are checked by MAIN to ensure that they are within the
requested limits. If a value is below the requested lower limit, it
will be set to the lower limit and plotted. If it is above the upper
limit, the value is divided by 10 and checked again. Should the new
value exceed the upper limit, a message will be printed to that
effect (see page 2-7). This process is continued until the entire
graph for each OUE component is constructed from the information
on one VC report. Similar activites take place when time plots are
requested.
5. After each OUE graph is constructed, the corresponding data dis-
tribution plot is developed, if requested.
6. All the plotting information and instructions to generate the OUE
graphs for each VC report are stored on the output tape. When
one VC report is finished, the next report is read and processing
starts with step 3. This is repeated until all VC reports have been
processed. Then the program terminates.
5.2.2.2 Subroutine DATAPT
This subroutine computes coordinates for and plots the data distribution between
the times bounding each graph.
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The calling sequence for subroutine DATAPT is:
CALL DATAPT (ITME1, ITME2, ITME3, ITME4, XIX, INDTE)
Argument Description




XIX Location on page of left limit of data distribution graph com-
puted in internal units used by the plotting routine
INDTE Indicates whether it is an altitude or a time graph, and
whether or not this pass-through requires reading of data
tape or plotting of previously determined points:
= 0, read and store data distribution points to be plotted for
the altitude graph
= 1, read and plot the stored points on the altitude graph
= 3, same as 1, but for time graphs
= 4, same as 0, but for time graphs
5.2.2.3 Subroutine TIMTCK
TIMTCK plots the hours along the OUE curves for the altitude graphs.
The calling sequence for subroutine TIMTCK is:
CALL TIMTCK (JK, JNDTE)
Argument Description
JK Indicates number of values to be plotted
JNDTE Indicates type of component to be plotted:
= 0, radial component
= 1, component in orbital plane normal to the radial compo-
nent
= 2, component normal to the orbital plane
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5.2.2.4 Subroutine ALTCK
ALTCK plots the satellite's geocentric distance along the OUE curves for the
time graphs.
The calling sequence for subroutine ALTCK is:
CALL ALTCK (KJ, JNDTE)
The ALTCK argument description is the same as for TIMTCK (with KJ replacing
JK).
5.2.2. 5 Subroutine TITLES
TITLES plots and labels the graphs.
The calling sequence for subroutine TITLES is:
CALL TITLES (MTYPE,MSKIP)
Argument Description
MTYPE Indicates the component to be plotted:
= 1, radial component
= 2, component in the orbital plane normal to the radial com-
ponent
= 3, component normal to the orbital plane
MSKIP Indicates the part of the graph to be plotted or that cards are
to be read:
= 0, plot altitude graph from apogee to perigee
= 1, plot time graph
= 2, plot altitude graph from perigee to apogee
= 5, read data cards
= 6, label titles above graphs
5.2.2.6 Subroutine TAPES
This subroutine reads and stores all VC tape numbers and the working-
observations-file tape number, as well as the number of VC reports on each
VC tape. This subroutine terminates program execution when all the VC re-
ports on all input VC tapes have been processed.
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The calling sequence for subroutine TAPES IS:
CALL TAPES (IBLAP)
Argument Description
IBLAP Indicates whether input data cards 12 and 13 are to be read or
whether to process the next VC report:
= 0, read the next VC report on file; if none is available,
read next file on tape; if none, request the next tape to be
mounted on tape drive; if none, proceed to terminate job.
= 5, read and store all tape numbers from cards 12 and 13.
5.2.2.7 Subroutine BSFTAP
BSFTAP backspaces the current VC report on file to the beginning of that re-
port, if necessary (i. e., when both the altitude and the time graphs are to be
plotted and the program has finished the altitude graph, the report is back-
spacing to do the time graph).
The calling sequence for subroutine BSFTAP is:
CALL BSFTAP (NF)
Argument Description
NF FORTRAN file number of VC report to be backspaced
5.2.2.8 Subroutine TCONVO
TCONVO, which was incorporated from DODS, converts times from DODS units
to calendar units.
The calling sequence for subroutine TCONVO is:
CALL TCONVO (TIMDUT, IOUTIM, SEC)
Argument Description
TIMDUT Number of DODS units of time (DUT) from 0h September 18,
1957, to the calendar time
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Argument Description
IOUTIM The array containing the year, month, day, hour, and minute
of calendar time
SEC Seconds of minutes of calendar time (less than 1 minute)
5.2.2.9 Subroutine A5READ
A5READ reads data from the VC report and converts the components into a form
useful for the main program. Conversion is done by separating the decimal and
exponential portions of the components and of the range.
The calling sequence for subroutine A5READ is:
CALL A5READ (ITIME5, ITIME6, RAD1, IEXP1, RAD2, IEXP2, RAD3,




RAD1 Decimal portion of the radial component (0 < RAD1 < 1)
IEXP1 Exponent associated with RAD1
RAD2 Decimal portion of the component in the orbital plane normal to
the radial component (0 < RAD2 < 1)
IEXP2 Exponent associated with RAD2
RAD3 Decimal portion of the component normal to the orbital plane
(0 < RAD3 < 1)
IEXP3 Exponent associated with RAD3
RAN1 Decimal portion of the reference range vector (0 < RAN1 < 1)
IEXP4 Exponent associated with RAN1
I3EOF End-of-file indicator:
= 1, end-of-file
= 0, not end-of-file
5.2.2. 10 Subroutine B5READ
B5READ reads UT from the working-observations-file tape and converts this
time to calendar time.
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The calling sequence for subroutine B5READ is:
CALL B5READ (I3YMD, I3HM, I3TYP)
Argument Description
I3YMD YYMMDD of observation
I3HM HHMM of observation
I3TYP Type of observation:
= 1, R range data
2_ 3, m minitrack direction cosines data
=3, m 
= 9, R range-rate data
= 17, X RAOa
1= 8, RAO angle data
=18, Y1
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APPENDIX A - SAMPLE INPUT DECK SETUP
The following list of cards is a sample input deck, including the JCL cards.
The OUEs to be plotted are time graphs for the SSS-1 satellite for the time pe-
riod August 11, 1972, to September 10, 1972. See Section 2.3 and Figure 4-1
for a description of card images. This sample input was not used to obtain the
sample output (Appendix B), but is presented to show the changes on FT20FOxx
cards for multiple VC report tapes.
























//GO.FT20FO08 DD UNIT=2400-9,VOL= SER=33976H,LABEL=II,BLP),
// DCB=(LRECL=133,RECFM=FBA,BLKSIZE=3325),DISP=(OLDKEEP),DSN=PH18

















CARD 1 C SSS-I 71961 720919 1
CARD 2 0.0 40.0 .1 .1 .1 100. 100. 100.
CARD 3 2.0 10.0 4.0
CARD 4 5.1 5.1 5.1





CARD 10 3 3.0 33200. 6700.
CARD 11 60.
CARD 12a 2924P 14
CARD 12b 33976H 14
CARD 13




APPENDIX B - SAMPLE OUTPUT
The SD-4060 OCPLT4 Program output consists of two parts: the IBM System/
360 printer output, and the SD-4060 plotter output.
The printer output provides the user with a description of the accomplished
processing and reflects user input information, type of plot requested (time,
altitude, or both), period to be plotted, plotting interval on graphs, input tape
numbers, types and number of observations plotted in the data distribution
box, and additional messages when appropriate or as requested by the debug
option.
Figure B-1 is a sample printout for the SSS-1 satellite. Usually, only time
plots are required for this satellite; however, in this run both time and alti-
tude plots were requested. The definitions given below are numbered to
correspond to the entries on Figure B-1.
1. Displays part of the input parameters. (See description of input
card images. )
2. Total period to be plotted--July 12, 1972, to July 30, 1972.
3. Time and altitude plots are requested.
4. Apogee and perigee heights as input by user.
5. All three components of the OUEs are plotted (NCOMP). Interval
between points on time graphs (TFREQ). Interval between points
on altitude graphs (RFREQ).
6. Interval between comparisons on VC report.
7. VC tape number (contains 14 VC reports).
8. Working-observations-file tape number (with one file).
9. Start and end time of first VC report that is being processed (both
at 0 hours).
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10. Indicates that the data on working-observations-file tape from
720710 0534 to 720710 2047 was rearranged into time ascending
order. The data from 720710 2048 to 720812 1838 was in proper
time order. The total time span of the observations on tape 2814H
is from 720710 0534 to 720812 1838.
11. The first portion of altitude graph to be plotted is an apogee-to-
perigee pass.
12. The period plotted for this portion of the graph is from 720712 0001
to 720712 0349. The start time of the above period corresponds
to the time of the first data point on the first VC report. However,
it does not always correspond to an apogee or perigee point.
Subsequent start times do correspond to proper labels.
13. These dates correspond to dates in item 12. The first date
appears on the left corner of the data distribution box. The second
date, if different, appears as the last date in the plot (see Figures
B-2 and B-8).
14. The difference between the last and the first hour printed in the
data distribution plots.
15. Type and quantity of data plotted in the data distribution plot.
This reflects the contents of the observations in the working-
observations-file tape (tape number 2814H). However, "passes"
refers to the number of asterisks in the data distribution plot. Only
one observation per minute is plotted and counted in this number.
16. Items 12 through 15 are repeated for each component of the OUE,
if all three components are plotted.
17. Items 12 through 16 are repeated for all A-P and P-A passes
until the entire VC report is plotted for altitude plots.
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18. Indicates completion of a VC report.
19. Indicates the back spacing of the VC report to the beginning of
the report when both altitude and time graphs are requested. No
backspacing is needed when only one option is requested.
20. Indicates that time graphs are being prepared by the program.
21. IDATE is the start date; ITIME6 is the start hour of the data on
the time graphs. The data distribution box information, similar
to these described for the altitude graphs (items 12 through 16)
is repeated. This time the span of the graphs and plots is 24
hours.
22. When an entire VC report has been processed for both options, if
needed, the next VC report is called in and the start and end time
of the VC report is printed as is the information from 9 through
21. This is repeated until all VC reports on all VC tapes are
processed.
Because SSS-1 completes approximately three orbits in a 24-hour period,
there are six sets of altitude plots, two for each orbit (see Figures B-2
through B-7), and one set of time plots (see Figures B-8 through B-10).
Each set consists of the three OUE components.
The plotter output provides the graphic display of the OUE component (see
Section 3. 3). Figure B-2 through B-10 show a typical set of altitude and time
graphs. The altitude graphs consist of two sets: apogee-perigee and perigee-
apogee.
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Figure B-3. Altitude Graph for SSS-1 Satellite, Apogee-Perigee
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Figure B-4. Altitude Graph for SSS-1 Satellite, Apogee-Perigee
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Figure B-6. Altitude Graph for SSS-1 Satellite, Perigee-Apogee
Component in Orbital Plane Normal to Radial Component
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Figure B-7. Altitude Graph for SSS-1 Satellite, Perigee-Apogee
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Figure B-9. Time Graph for SSS-1 Satellite, Component in
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Figure B-10. Time Graph for SSS-1 Satellite,
Component Normal to Orbital Plane
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THIS TABLE DESCRIBES THi MEANING OF EACH POSSIBLE lOS ERROR
MESSAGE. WHEN AN ERROR OCCURS, SUBROUTINE ERRZZ IS CALLED TO PRINT
OUT AN ERROR MESSAGO. THE ERROR NBESSAGE WILL READ AS FOLLOWS
YOU HAVE CONNITTED ERROR NO. 'NO' DURING THE PLOTTING OF FRAMe NO. XX
THE ERROR VALUE WAS VALUB( I), VALUE(F), VALUE(A).
CONTROL IS RETURNED APTER THE MeSSAGB IS PRINTeD--THE JOB IS NOT
TERMINATED.
NO SUBROUTINE VALUE DESCRIPTION
I OGTSNO NO ILLEGAL NODE SET NUMBER IN CALL.
2 LEONDO N ILLEGAL CHARACTER COUNT IN CALL.
3 LINESO NO ILLEGAL NUMBER IN CALL.
4 NODESO ITAPE ILLEGAL TAPE NO. IN CALL.'
5 NUNBRO FNT ILLEGAL FORMAT IN CALL.
6 OBJCTo - MAX X OP Y LE MIN X OR Y IN CALL.
7 PAGEG ILLEGAL ARGUMENTS IN CALL.
8 POINTO N ILLEGAL NUMBER IN CALL.
9 SEOMTO N ILLEGAL NUMBER IN CALL.
10 TABSO N ILLEGAL NUMBER IN CALL.
13 LABELO - ILLEGAL FORMAT IN CALL.
12 ORIW - GRID TOO SMALL TO DRAW.
II MLTPLG NLINBS ILLEGAL NUMBER IN CALL.
14 TITLEG - ILLEGAL ARGUMENTS IN CALL.
1 SETUPO - ILLEGAL ARGUMENTS IN CALL.
i SUBJEO - MAX X OR Y EQ NIN X OR Y.
1 LABiELO - ILLEGAL AROUNMNTS IN CALL.
1 LABELO - GRID TOO SMALL TO LABEL.
19 LABELO - ZERO SUBJECT SPA*.
20 PRIDO - ILLEGAL ARGUMENTS IN CALL
21 SETUPO - NOT ENOUGH ROOM TO DRAW A GRID.
22 SETUPO - DENSITY LE 0.
23 SETSMO N ILLEGAL MODE SET NO. IN CALL.
24 SETUPO GRID WILL NOT PIT ON PAGE.
as TRXTGO ILLEGAL CHARACTER COUNT IN CALL.
26 LABELO - LABELS WILL NOT FIT ON PAGE.
27 PACKZZ - NO INITIALIZATION CALL TO NODESO
28 ORAPHO N ILLEGAL ARGUMENT IN CALL.
29 SUBJEG - MINUS VALUE FOR LOO GRID.
30 SETUPO - TOO MANY CYCLES IN LOG GRID.
31 VECTZZ - NO VECTOR CHARACTER PONT INITIALIZED.
)1 SCALZZ X BAD X-COORDINATe.
34 VECTZZ CHAR. CHARACTER NOT IN PONT.
35 TITL5E - NOT ENOUGH ROOM TO TITLE GRID.
36 VICTZZ CHAR REQUEST FOR NON-EXISTENT VECTOR CHAR CASE.
37 NVBCZ NP BYTE NUMBER IS ZERO OR NEGATIVE.
100 PSUBJO MAX. THETA EQUAL TO MIN THETA
AND/OR MAX. RADIUS eQUAL TO MIN.
RADIUS.
33 SCALZZ Y BAD Y-COORDINATE.
101 PSUSJO - MIN. RADIUS GREATER THAN MAX RADIUS.
102 PGAAPO N ILLEGAL ARGUMENT IN CALL.
103 VECAZZ - MORE THAN 360. DEG. OF CHARACTERS.
104 VECAZZ N ILLEGAL ARGUMENT IN CALL.
105 PLINEG N ILLEGAL ARGUMENT IN CALL.
100 POLPTO N ILLEGAL ARGUMENT IN CALL.
107 PSEOGO P ILLEGAL ARGUMENT IN CALL.
10 PMLTLO N ILLEGAL ARGOUMENT IN CALL.
109 POLO N ILLEGAL ARGUMENT IN CALL.
110 PVESZZ N ILLiEAL ARGUMENT IN CALL.
111 PLASLO - ILLiEAL FORMAT IN CALL.
Ila PLASLO - ILLEGAL AXIS.
113 PLABLO - ZERO SUBJECT SPACE.





























MINIMUM Z = NAXIMUN
ININMUM Y : MAXIMUN














APPENDIX D - SD-4060 OCPLT4 SOURCE PROGRAM
COMPILATIONS LISTINGS
This appendix presents a compilations listings of the SD-4060 OCPLT4 source
program. The subroutines are listed as follows:
Figure Title Page
D-1 JCL Used in Compilation of
SD-4060 OCPLT4 Program D-2
D-2 MAIN Routine D-3
D-3 Subroutine DATAPT D-16
D-4 Subroutine TIMTCK D-22
D-5 Subroutine ALTCK D-23
D-6 Subroutine TITLES D-24
D-7 Subroutine TAPES D-27
D-8 Subroutine BSFTAP D-29
D-9 Subroutine TCONVO D-30
D-10 Subroutine A5READ D-33
D-11 Subroutine B5READ D-34
D-1
//Zd.JePlT J3o-a (GT I e41F.RP.CCCCeCoCO, CO 1 C01)OQQQSGLEVEL= (11)
// EXEC FORTRANHPARM'=*APIC,OPT=28,REGION=500K
XXOEFAULT PROC FORTRAN=IEKAAOC.N3LK=4G 00GOC10C
XXSOURCE EXEC PGM=6FORTRAh REGICth=300K 0GG00200




X/S YSL I N DC DSN=;&OB J'40C,SPACE=( 20 O .( LNLK1 0). ·,.ROUNC ) UNIT=DISK. 00co0300
IEF6521 SUSSTITUTICI JCL - DENh=C&EJMOC.SPACE=(22CO.(40.1O),,, RCUNC).UNIT=DIsK,
X.X I.CSP4-4(OC ,PASS') ,DC-=( RECF4M=-F ., LRECL=80 .BLKS ZE=3200) 000OC40C
//SCURCE.SYSPRINT CC SPACE=(CYL,(.,I))
X/SYSPRINT CC SYSOLT=A.CCE=(RECFM=VBA,LRECL=137,[LKSIZE=7265), OOCLGC50
XX UNIT=(DIEK, EP=SYSLIN ) o0COOoo
XXSYSPUNCH OD SYSOL =B,DC E=(RECF =Fe .LRECL=80.BLKSIZE=72SC) 00C00700
//SOURCE.SYSUDUMF DC SYSDOL=A
X-/-YSU-CUMP 0. SYSO.t=A-.S'ACE= T.RK.5=) uOCO,230C
XXSYSUTI CC SPACE=(TRK,(C,f)).LNIT=(DISK.SEP=(SY'SLIN.SYSPRINT)) oGC09C0C
XXSYSUT2 CC SPACE=(CYL,(1,l)). OCO010OC
XX UNIT=(DISK,SEP=(SYSLIN.SYSPRINTSYSUTI) OO00l lCt
//SOURCE.SYSIN CC *
/!
tIEF23-6-I ALLOC. FGC- ZhNJEFL C)-ACE
IEF2371 0C3 ALLOCATED TO SYSLIN
IEF2271 331 ALLCCATED TO SSPRINT
IEF2371 332 ALLOCATEC TO SYSPUNCH
IEF2371 333 ALLOCATED TC SYSUDUNF
IEF2371 334 ALLOCATEC TO SISUT1
IEFf271 322 ALL0CATEC IO SVSUT2
IEF2371 223 ALLOCATED 10 SYSIN
Figure D-1. JCL Used in Compilation of SD-4060 OCPLT4 Program
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OS/360 F4RTRAN H
OO*PR-L-ER FPT[1NS - NAME- M*N. N,OPT=02LI NECNT=5,St1ZE0OOOOK.
SOURCE.EeCDIC.NOLIST.NODECK.LOAD.MAP.NOEDIT.ID.XREF
rs CI002 eeiem TiM rtIMC-i4O9±1 0-4-tO6-)-ts NGiES1(i10 9-7
10)iERRJR(O0).ERRORI(50).ERROR2(50).RANGE7(30).IHOUR2(30).ABSIC(30) 0008
1, AtS CI (30)i ABSIC2(-30 IIOATIIDAT I H 0009
ISN 0003 CCHNC,4 ERRLJ1I.ERLC2.ERRLOJ.ERRFII.ERRHI2.ERFHI3
ISN 0004 CCt-CNI AMODe(200 't C3N.MANY LOG
ISN 0005 COMNCN NSS1.NISS2.NSSJ3NS54.NSS5.NSS6,*AbA7o3.0B5 IXIY
rS8 000 o OOTDA tCR vD*Ot5ro
ISN 0007 DATA N0STOP/4HAlCD/
rS 0008 DOAA CCNN1IHC1 001-2
ISN 0009 OATA SORTST/4H / 0013
tSR 0OtO, DATA TTiCLY -4HTIME/ 7017
ISN 0011 DATA STRTi/4HYYMM/ 0021
ltSN 00-t2 14SNDt~3fl k2t92t201 * kCfttZ Xt ( ,X tt ix t204rX tt26 ETICt tTX 7fi-teitet-OE1t
I X9(10)J.Y( 1ZO0),Y3(IZ0).Y4(120),YS(120.Y6(120).Y7(120),Yt(120).
2 Y9-t120)
ISN 0013 DISENSION X1(120).YI(120)
-SR 001T Dt]NSI~ON XHR(150C ,RANGE(1500),RANGE (1500).PANGEZ(1500)
ISN 0015 WIMENSION SAVEI(120) ,SAV2(120)SAVE3( 120).SAVE4(120)
ISN 0108 D!mtt Lk 1NJTtlmttv
ISN 0017 REAL*t TIMDUT.TINlNO
TYSR OT IFTEGER ASi- A7. 83. 85
ISN 0019 INTEGER UPPE .I UPPE-2.UPPER3J.UIC I.IG2.UIG3TOP I TOP2TOP3
TSRN Vcu WRITE JSYOUT.2)
ISN 0021 2 FCRMAT(lHI)
irSR U022 AS = Z0
ISN 0023 A7 = 21
S 0024 B 3 = 22
ISN 0025 05 = 2J
iSN 0VZE SEO = 0.
ISN 0027 - XRANI=0.
T'-N 028 LX[T
ISN 0029 NTYRE=1
AN a030 JINXffo 0629
ISN 0031 NOGO=O 0030
IS 00V32 SK1tCTP 5 3
ISN 0033 CALL MOUESG(AMOODE.0
sn 003Ts4 eCtt STSOI A4668 trtot366. t
ISN 0035 CALL SETSMG(AMOCE.20.1023.)
TYN 0035 CAVE TITLES ({ITPE'.MSIP) o632
ISN 0037 ITAPE=1 0033
I-s &6O 1ZGfOri 00j4
ISN 0039 JK'O 0035
rsn c00oo crv=O .0036
ISN 0041 IAOD=O 0037
MW1 0S2 e§O 0043
ISN 0043 I ISET=I 0039
S 004 I 1eO" 0040
ISN 0045 IGOP=0 0041
r" 0es to 804
ISN 0047 READ 102.TIMEY 0044
Iz- 00E Ir2 FtRWAT CA-" 6045
ISN 0049 READ 3050.NSSLNSS2.NSS3.NSS4.NSS5.NSS6
IS 00 300 ReftT t-t1-
ISN 0051 IFCTIMEY.EU.SORTST.AND.NSS6.EG.0) PRINT 9101
I O 053 9!1 fRI RMT(oX'TIME AND ALTITUDEjt
ISN 0054 IF(Tl[Y.tu.sTIMLY.AND.NSSO.EU.O) PRINT 9102.TIMEY
'5" 0050 9t-t fL"tAT t tX. A-4'
ISN 0057 IFC(TIMcY.eR.iURTST.AND.NSSob.C.1) PPINT 9103
-SN 0O059 9103 FCRM4AT(bX,'ALTITUDE ' )
ISN C0060 IF(T iNY.EJ.TIMLY.ANrU.NSO3.tEO.) P;INT 9104
tSN 0-062 91Q4 FCRMArtoXe.'UNFLICING USER INPUT*****CHECK DATA CAFDS 8 AND 91)
ISN 0083 fEAD(IIJCNU.,103) tHCOnPTFREUOAPOGEEPPEcRIGE
I-S ttC4 a -1 P ate-It-I- rt 3 i t -6xf A13t o, 2 x- F e CX t
ISN 0065 TFREC=TFRiEu/O.
ISN 0o XrANGE=tAu tE-PfEkIGE)/100O.
ISN 0067 RFREU=XRAf4N/100.
ITS1 00t8 ltI'TE(J3y I'UT.1*O )APOGFEPERIGE
ISN 0069 106 FCRInAT(IH.'A CGEE=E.F11.O.PEPRIGELE='FII.O)
TS 00Vro RWltE(--JVYOUCTTt0 NCrMP,'TPPECR fitE
ISN 0071 IC5 FORMAT(IOm.oHNCOP=,12.4X.UHTFFE(=.F8.5j.3HHRS.4X.6HPFRE=.F8.4,
I nd KM/IC00)
C *READ ANY OPTIONAL INPUT TINE OIFFE-,cNCE
Figure D-2. MAIN Routine (l'of 13)
D-3
LE-VC 20T "r t- 7H1-
rSN C0'72 READ 3052. T3DIFF
ISN 0073 lOEl FCRMAT (F4.0)
r7E O4 IrF (T3JDIFF.NE.O. : DIFF=T3CO FF/804.
ISN 0076 LF (TJOIFF.EQO..) TJDIFF = oO./cc44
rsN ooT8 S3DIFF=((T3uIFF48b4.)/60.)+.1
IEN 0079 IDIFF=IFIX(SJOIFF)
IrN 0a80 PRINT 1311,T3DIFF
ISN 0081 1011 FORMAT(1[n TAiDIFF=m.FIO.s5.X.CLENTIDAYs ' )
rSTN 00Z TFINSSS.E.VO1 PZ1N'T 31tDIFF
ISN 0084 3 FORMAT(l, 'IODIFF='.13.1X,'MINUTtS =T3DIFF')
TRS 0-e5 IBLAP_5 0046
ISN 0080 CALL TAPES(IdLAP) 0047
S/N o087 IF [TSET.NE.O1 GC TO 25 0049
C * THE PURPU3S JF THIS SEGMENT IS TO DETEhMINE END TIME AND
C S-TATION TYPE TA-CLES
ISN 0CE8 14 CONTINJE
rIN 0090 _[-o READ (83, END = 3150)
ISN 0091 GC TO J100
rsN 0092 -'O 5BACKSPACE a5
ISN 0C93 eAOKSPACE U3
rSN J'V C-A-L OsrEAD tRJT . JTI*:l. ITPE(Itt
19N 0C95 REWIND d5
ISN 0096 IFT-NSS.EOQ.O PPINT 332.JTMEJTMEI
ISN 0098 332 FORMAT(IH .'JTME = '*I6.2X,'JTEI = ,Ib)
rsN o009 25 REtAutAS5104 END=26 STRT2
ISN 0100 26 IF(TIMLY.NE.STRT2) GO TO 25
rasR vT12 RErO tr.OT m1 T1 .r2r.t.IT4
ISN 0103 107 FORNAT(40X.Ib.IA.14X 22X.Ib.lIX.4)
SN 0aT4 TI4UUT = 0.
ISN 0105 IOUTIM(I) = IT3/10000
rsNr OTo t TMftft = (=T_ - 10000*IOUTIM(i))/100
ISN 0107 IOUTIM(3) = IT3 - (10000*IOUTIM(1) + 100*IOUTIM(2))
rSR oT08 ?rtVTn i= t1= I0
ISm 0109 IOUTIM(b) = IT4 - 100*IOUTIM(4)
rSR oTIO CaL._ -TCtIVO tT-OUTeT-i IOUTlM SEC)
ISN 0111 TIMEND = TIMDUT
r'SN Oz PR- I-ft 1-t.tritfF
ISN 0113 PRINT 138.ITI.T2.I1T3.IT4
t[i 0114 10d FORMAT(in ,IbX.'=TART TIME=.Ib,lX.I4,l11X ,END TIME=',IbsIX,4)
ISN 0115 IF (ISLT.E.1I) GO TO 31 0074
C CrcEr FR TIE PE -O COVEREO ON VECTOR COPA1R-ON TAE 
ISN 0117 23 I=L.+ 0082
Mrsni 01T IF tCJN.NE.CONjN) GO TO 27 0083
ISN 0120 232 CALL dtREAD (ITIMLd(I). ITIME9(I). ITYPE(I))
rSN U021 IF (I.EU.1) GO TO 23 0086
ISN 0123 IF (I.LT.7) GO TO 233 0087
015 /f t 1ft4Etltt-if I.TIfEii- 1-1 ) ANO. eT{t9t 1 t.I.lEITIMEg1i--I+A14. JTYP ¥ 088
IE(IJ.Ed.ITYP:I-1)) GO TO 2j2 0089
rSN 0o27 IF t[TIMLtI().EC.IT IME8(I-2).ANC.ITIME9(1Io.EO.ITI[ME(Il-2).AND.ITYP 0090
1(IJ)c.O.ITYPE(I-2)) GO TO 232 0091
[SN 0129 IF ([TIM8()l.EO .ITI[MEd(l-2).AtND.ITIME9(I).Eo.IT Mes9(I-3).ANo.ITYp 0092
IE(IJ.a-.ITYPE([-3)) GO TO 232 0093
Lam Ot. iF ( IT-I't~t 1-4tt I TIME 8 1-4t .rMQ. IT iMfE-tI EU. I T IUMESI1-4) ANO.ITyp 0094-
IEt(l.Ld.ITYPL(I-4)) GO TC 232 0095
rs-N 033 IF (ITIMEU(II.EC.ITIME8(1-b5).AtIOU.ZTME9(l).EQ.[TIMEs(I-5) ANDOITYP 0096
1E(I.EO.ITYPE(I-,)) GO TO 232 0097
rSR 0o35 IF (ITIME(II).EC.ITIMEB([-o).ANU.ITIME9(I).EO.[TIME9(I-6. 
.ANDoITYP 0098
IE ( I )EJ . I TYPE ( I -) O TO 232 0099
TSR'Oa7 233 TF CITMEBCI II.LT.ITIME8tI-II) GC TO 23 ot-tc
ISN 0139 IF (ITI.4c II).GT.ITI MEd(I-I)) GC To 24 0101
[sN 0141 IF (ITI:AEG(I).LE.ITIME9(I-I)) GC T: 23 0102
ISN 0143 24 1=1-1 0103S0144 IF (I.EC.0o GO TO 27 0104
ISN 0146 WRITE (dJ,202) NCSTOP.ITIME8(1),[TIMNE(I).[ITYPE()
TYN XTT ~PRINT 202 *, ROTOP.ITIPE8II).ITIE9lII )ilTYPE(I)
ISN 0148 GO TO 24 0106
1 C0149 27 CALL 5READ (ITIMOE8(11. ITIME9(1. ITYPE(I)l
ISN 0150 IF (ITIME8(IJ.EO.JTME) GO TO 17 0108
rr U0T52 G---TC 29 09
ISN 0153 17 IF (ITIMEY(1).EC.JTMEIJ GO TO 28 0110
r"sR Ts5 -9 lrTE (-3.02' RTOPITT8t l1' [).TlE9'11 IITPEtI
ISN 0156 GO TO 2? 0112
rSN 0-57 Z8 WRITE t8-3.20Z) SORTST.ITITME(1).ITIME9(1),.TYPEt(1
ISN 0158 PRINT 202. SOFTSTITIME(). IITIME9(I)ITYPE( 1)
rsn VT5S 202 P-ORMAT (1Xi A4. 3X, IO, IX, 4., IX,. I)
ISN 0160 END FILE 8d
Figure D-2. MAIN Routine (2 of 13)
D-4
REmTID 8S
IF (TIMLY.cU.TIMEY) GO TO 1004
-I CONTINUE
PRINT 1011OTJDIFF
4 FRtR-AT t-X,. A4)
IF (ITSPH.EU.I) GO TO 749
I t[tS=T-,E-t " r. e 5 
ISTART=I
tPlt3S.cQE.O0) PRINtT 211,ISTART
2000 IF lTIMLY.EU.TIMEY) GO TO 25
39 C-NT-Ntf E
e89 READ (A5,890) CHC
894 FeRS*A -+*-*





CALL AEREAD ([TIME5. ITIME6. RADI. IEXPI, RAD2. IEXP2. RADO.
IIEXP2. WANI, IEXP4. 13EOF)
IF (-3EOF.E-.L) G-C. TO 100
C READ IhN LINE OF VECTCR CCMPARISCN TAPE
11MDLT = 0.
ICUTIM(I) = ITIMES/10000
IOUTIM(l) =(ITIMEE - 10000*1ULTIM(I))/100
ICLOII(2) = ITIMES - (10CCO*IOUTIM(I) + 10)*10UTIM(2))
IWJT-IM-44- = IT-I[ME-6/400
IOLTIM(5) = ITIMEE -,100*1CLTIN(4)
CALL TCONVO (TIMDUT. ICUTIM. SEC)
TIMOLT = TIMDLT + T3DIFF
IF (lI1DLT.GE.TIMEND) GO TO IC04
C CFECK FCR END CF VECTCR COMPARISON TAPE
6C kADI1RAOD 1t 10[.0-.XP1
RAD2=RAD2*10.***IEXP2
AOC3=RADJ 1C *G* I- XP3
RAN1=(RANI*I0.0*IEXP4)/IC/O0.










IF (ITIMES.LT.IIDAT) GO TO 40
IF (IIAT.EO.ITIMEC.ANO.ITIMEh.LT.IH) SO TO 4C
IF (ITIMES.EQ.IIDATI) GO TO 1004




IF ( IKL.EQO.) GO TO el0
IF(IKL.LT.ICIFF) GO TO 810
(2 IF (ISTART.EG.I) GO TO 75
IF (ISTAT-ECG.2) GO TO 70
IF (ISTART.EO.2) GO TG eo
IF (ISTART.EO.4) GO TO 90
C CFECK TO EEE WhICH GRAPH IS TC BE PLOTTED







IF(NSSE.EO.C) PRINT 336.JK.MHI URS(JK)
33- F-C4-AT(IH .*MNU-S I -. 13_-') .1-6)
CC TC E2
20C8 IF (ITIMES.LT.ITTI[W8) GC TO 40
IF (ITIMES.GT.ITI683) GO TO 2006
IF (ITIME6.LT.ITIM991 GO TO 40
IGOPI=I



































































































IF(NSSS.EO.0) PRINT 335.ITIMESITI E6
33e FORMAI(IH .'ITIME5= '*6.2X. ITIME6 = I.16)
G0 T0 62
2CCE PFINT 2CC7
2CC7 FCRMAT(IHI,27HTIME SPAN INCORRECT CN THIS VC REPCRT)
PRINT 2C09. ITINe.ITIM99
2CiC FGRMAT(IhO,24HEND TIME CF LAST CORRECT VC REPORT.IX,16
PRINT 2010.ITI.IT2.IT3.IT4
201-lC FCRMAT(IH. 30HTILt- SPAN OfC THIS VC FEPCFT IS.XX 16. IX
I IX,14)
FFINT 2cil
2011 FORMAT(IHO.ESHOCPLT4 WILL PROCEED TC NEXT VC REPCFT TO
ICGRRECT TIME SPAN)
GCO TO 127


















CALL AEREAD (ITIMES. ITIME6. RAOI. IEXPI. RAD2. IEXP2.
IEXP3. RANI, IEXF4. 13EOF)
IF ( 13EOF.EO.I) GC TO 10C4
TIMOLT = 0.
IOLTIM(I) = ITIME5/10 00
IOLTIMN() =(ITIME5 - 10000tIOUTIM(I))/l0o
IOUTIM(I) = ITIME5 - (IUOOC*IOUTIM(I) + IJJ*ICUTIN( 2))
IOUTIM(4) = ITIMEt/ICO
IOLTIM( ) = ITIMEf - IOC*IOUTIM(A)
CALL TCONV0 (TIMDUT. IOUTIM. SEC)
TIMOLCT = TIMCLT + T3DIFF














IF (~RANI.GT.RANI) GO TC 76





~E (I )=RAN I)eL )=RANI
I=i




IFI(-NSS .EO.) PRINT 211I START
211 FORMAT(IH . ISTART=.1l3)
PRINT 209
2CS FCRMAT(IH P'P RIGEE TO APOGEE PASS)
GC TC 40
76 IF (ISETI.TN..I) GC TO 77


























































































































































































I-SN 03-55 PRINT ;10 0253
ISN 0356 53[I)=rANI 0254
ISN 0357 Y2(1)=ADI 0255
[SN 0358 X4(I):RANI 0256
ISN C359 Y4(1)=RAD2 0257
ISN 0360 X5(I)=FAht 0258
[SN C61 YS JI)=RAD3 0259
ISN 0362 ITME1=IT[ME5 0260
ISN 03e3 ITME2=ITIMF6 02t1
ISN 0364 1=1 0253
[SN 0465 ISTART=4 025E
ISN 0366 ISET1=2 0266
-S-N 0367 IF.(NSS.EQ.3J PRINT 2I.I1START
ISN C369 CO TO 40 0270
[SN 6370 77 X7(1)=PANI 0271
ISN 0371 PFINT 210 0276
ISN 0C72 210 FCNRMAT(IH . APOGEE TO PERIGEE PASS-
ISN 0373 4U3 Y7(1)=RADI 0278
[-SN 0374 X8(I)=RANI 0279
[SN 0375 r8113=RA02 0280
ISN 0376 9(I1)=RANI 0281
ISN 0377 Y([)=RA0D3 C2e2
ISN 0378 ITNEI:=IINME 0283
ISN 0379 ITME2=ITIME6 0284
I-SN 0-380 I=1 0286
ISN 03el I2=1 0257
ISN 5332 ISTART=2 0288
ISN 0383 [5ETI=5 0289
[SN 0-384 IF(N~SE.EO.0) PRINT 2IIISTART
ISN C386 CC TO 40 0293
S a 0I37 'O I- (R4AK-C.JG`T.XrA~4 G O TO 0O 0 -9A
[SN 0389 ORAN I=RANI 0295
ISN 0390 IF (ISET.EQ.I) GC TO 71 0296
[SK 0392 RCIF= (O7(I[-RAN1) 0297
ISN 939-3 If (RCIF.GE.RFREG) GO TO 71
ISN 0395 GC TC 40 0299
[SN 0356 71 I=1+1 0300
ISN 0397 X7(1)=RANI 0301
IS 0-3 Y7(1)IIRAD1 0202
ISN 0399 [E(I)=RANI 0303
ISN 0400 Y[I[)=RAD2 0204
ISN 0401 X9(I)=RANI 0305
ISN 0402 Y9(I)=RAD3 0306
ISN C403 ISET=0 0307
ISN 0-404 IF(LARCEI.EO.l)- TGPI=1
ISN 0406 IF(LARGE2.EQ.I) T0P2=1
ISN 0408 IF(LARGE3.EC.I) TOP3=I
ISN 0410 CC TC 40 0309
ISN 0411 E0 IF (RAN1.LT.X;ANI) GC TO 600 0310
ISh 0413 XA ANI=FANI C311
U5 044-44 IF A-[3ET.Oe-.1 GC TJ 81 0212
ISN 0416 RCIF= (FANI-I(I)) 0313
ISN 0417 IF (0DIF.GE.oFREC) GO TO I81
ISN 0419 GC TO 40 0315
ISN 0420 El =I=I 0316
ISN 0c21 XI(I)=RANI 0317
t3lm 042 Yl(lI)=DI 0218
ISN 0423 X2(I)=AFNI 0319
[SN 0424 Y(I)=FAD2 0`20
ISN 0425 X5(U)=NANI C321
ISN 0426 55(II=AD 3 0322
ISN 0427 IEEI=0 0323
ISN 0428 IF(LARCEI.LQ.1IJ TCPI=I
ISN 0430 IF(LARGE2.EU.1) TOP2=I
ISN 0432 IF(LARGE2.EQ.1) TOP3=I
ISN 0434 GC TC 40 0324
ISN C435 S0 IF (RANI.GT.XrANI) GO TO 700 0325
ISN 0437 XrANI=FANI 0226
LSN 0438 IF (ISET.EO.1) GO TO 91 0327
ISN C440 RCIF=(3(I3)-RANI) 0328
ISN 0441 IF (RDIF.GE.kFREQ) GO TO ,1
ISN 0443 GC TC C40 0330
ISN 0444 61 I0131
ISN C0445 X3(I1=RAKI 0332
ISN 0445 Y(I)=RADI 0333
ISN 0447 X4(II=RANI 0334












1014 FCRNAT (Ih,7HAT 1004)
C IFIRST=1
I =I1
LF(NSSE.EQ.I) GO TO 2004
LSTART=C
ITGPh= 




4059 FORMAT (6H ITGPH)
Se88s READ(Aed90) CHC
IF(CFCC.NE.STRTI) GO TO 9889






CALL ASREAO (ITIMES. ITIMEb. RADI. IEXPI. RAD2. IEXP2.
1IEXP23 RANI. IEXP4. 13EOF)




RAN I=(PANI IOO- [IE P4 ) /l OG. 
IF(RACI.LT.ER-LOI) NAUI=ERRLCI
IF(RAD2.LT.EiRRLO2) RADZ=ENRLO2
IF (RAOE LT-..ERFLO3) RA3=ERRLO3
[F(RADIGT T.EfRHiI) UPPERI=I
IF(NRAD1.,T..ERRHI1) ADI=RADI/1C.
I F (RA2 .,T ERRHL 2) UPPER2=1
[F(RAC2.GT.ERH2l ) RAD2=RAOZ/IC.
IF(RACj.GT.ERRhl_[) UPPLR3=1




IOLTIM(2) =(IT["ES - 1000C.ICUTIM(I1)/I10
[CUTIN(2) = ITIME- - (1000U0ICUTIM(Il) t 100*10UTIM(2))
ICLTIM(4) = ITIME6/IJO
ICL.T M(e) = ITIME1 - 100*IULTIM(4)
CALL TCCNVO (TIMOUT. ICUTIM. StC)
IIMcLT = TIMDLT + T3DIFF
IF (IIMCLT.GE.TIMEND) GO TU 2004
IF (ITIMES.LT.IICAT) GO TC 750
IF ( ITIMcEEC.IICATL) GO TO 2O05
XTI ME=FLCAT( IT IME
AlIE=1TIMEL I0J.C.
781 XI- I )=TIME








CALL ASREAD ([TIMES. ITMIt6, HADI [IEXPI, HAC2. IEXP2.
IIEXP2. RANI. IEXP4. 13EOF)
IF (12ECF.EC.I) GC TO 2004
RAC I=RAC110.0 **5XPI
RAO2=R AC2* 1C .0*-* [E XP2
RAD3=qAD03.I C. 0* IE XP3
RANI=(RAN1* 10.0*1EXP4) /100.0












































































































ISN 0542 IF(RADI.LT.ERNLCI) RADI=ERRLCI
ISN 0544 IF(RAO2.LT.PRRLC;2 RAD2=EFFRLO2
ISN 0546 IF(RAC_.LT.ERRLO3) RAO3=ERRL03
ISN D34d IF(RACI.GT.ERRHI1) dIG1=1
I-SN 0-so0 F(RA-)I.-GT. ERHI 4--RAOI=RADI/10.
ISN 05E2 IF(RADO.GT.EERHI2) 3102=1
ISN 0554 IFI(RAD.GTT.EERHI2) RAD2=RAD2/10.
ISN 0556 IF(RAC2.GT.ERRNHI) aIG3=1
ISN 055e IF(RAC2.GT.ERRHI[) RAD3=WAD3/1-.
ISN 0560 TIMCLT=C.
ISN 0-5641 I-CAT IM( I ) =4 T IE5/10000
ISN 0562 ICLTIM(2) =(ITIME, - 10000*1JUTIN(I))/100
ISN 0563 ICU7I1([ ) = ITIME5 - (10000*10UTIPII + 100*10UTIM(2))
ISN 0564 ICLTI8(4) = ITIMEe/100
ISN 0565 ICLTIM(5) = ITINEE - 103*IOUTIM(4)
ISN 0566 CALL TCUNV0 (TIMDUT. ICUTIM. SEC)
4SN 0G6T TILDCT = TI4DLT + T3DIFF
ISN 0568 IF (TIMDCLT.GE.TIMEN0.ANO.ITAFE.EQ.0) GC TC 20C4
ISN 0570 IF ([TIME6.EC.3) GC TO 781 03e7
ISN 0572 ITJ=IITIME6/I0)*1C00 0368
ISN 0573 IKL-=IIMEE-ITJ 0389
[SN 0574 IF (IKL.EU.0) GU TU 7o2 C390
ISN 0576 7EI XCHECK=FLUAT(ITIL ME61) 91
ISN 0377 XChECK=XChECK/100.C 0392
ISN 0578 IF (ITIME6.EQ.IOATI) GU TO 755 0353
[SN 0580 CC TC TeJ 0394




ISN 05e5 IF(YCHECK.LT.TFkE0) GO TO 752
ISN 0587 I=I+ 0c397
ISN 0588 XI-RS(I)=XCHECK 0398
ISN C5F9 RANGE()I=RADI 0399
ISN 0590 RANGEI(I)=RAD2 0400
ISN 0591 RANCE2([1)=RAOD C401
ISN C592 IFleIGI.EQ.I) UPPERI=I
ISN 0594 IF(BIG 2.EO.I) UPPER2=I
ISN 0596 !F(BIG3.E0.l) UPPERJ=I
[SN 0598 GC TO 752 C402
[SN 05-9 762 IF(KJ.EQ.0) GO TO 7r5
ISN 0601 IF(III[E6/1O0.LE.IHOUR2(KJ)) GO TO 781
ISN 0603 7E5 KJ=KJ+I
ISN 0604 IFOUR2(KJ)=ITIME6/ 1O0 0404
ISN 06C5 RANCKE7KJ)=RAN1 0405
ISN 06C6 AESIC(KJ)=RAD 1 0406
TSN 0-60-7 A8SICI(KJ)=RAD2 0407
ISN 0608 AESIC2(KJ)=RA03 C008
ISN 0609 GO TC 781 C409
ISN 0619 7te IF (I.EC.1) GO TO 750 0410
ISN 0612 IF (XChECK.EC.0.0) GO TO 808 0411
ISN 0614 l=I-I C412
ISN 0615 IST=C C413
ISN 0616 ISTI=0 0414
I-SN 06-7 mS$-l -[ 04415
ISN 0618 MTYPE=I
ISN 0619 CALL TITLES (MTYPE.MSKIP) C419
ISN 0620 XIX=XNCRMZ(AFCDE.C.)
ISN 0621 IF (XhFS(l).NE.0.0.AND.IF[IRST.E.I) IST=XHRS(l) C421
ISN 0623 PRINT 337.ICATE.ITIME6
iSN 0F4 8-3-7 FC-RAiIT I. ICA TE - -' . 16 .2X.'ITIE6. =' , 16
ISN 0625 CALL LEGNDG(AMODE.642..121.2.122HHHCLRS CF CAY)
ISN 0626 IF(UPPERI.EO.I)
ICALL LECNOG(AMODE.237.el[2..94.94H-*** CNE OR MCPE POINTS -AVE EXC
2EEOEC LPPER Y LINIT ANU ARL OIVIOED EY 10 8EFORE PLOrTING ****)
ISN 0628 CALL SEISMG(AMODE,14..)
1 SN C02 CALL L I4ESG(AMOODE.I+.XHRS.RANGE)
ISN 0630 CALL SETENG(AMODE.14,J.)
ISN 0631 JNCTE=C 0430
ISN 0E32 CALL ALTCK(O,.JNDTE) 0431
ISN 0633 INDTE=4 C432
ISN o034 CALL CATAPT(ICATE I ST,ITINES.ISTI XIX.INTE)
ISN 0e35 IF(NCCMF.EQ.I) GO TO 960
ISN 0637 tTYPE=2
ISN 0638 CALL TITLLS (NTYPF.MSKIP) 0435
1SN 0639 CALL LEGNDG(AM0DE,42..121..I2,12HHCCLRS CF DAY)
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!SN 0640 IF(LPPERZ.EG.I)
ICALL LECNDG(AMODL.237..812..94.94H*'*~ CNE OR MORE POINTS HAVE EXC
2EE6EC LPPER Y LINIT AND ARE DIVIDLD EY 0 BEFORE PLJTTING *mSS)
ISN 0642 CALL SETSMU(AMOOE,14.0.)
ISN 0643 CALL LIESG[(AMODEI+I.XHRS.RANGEI)
ISN 0644 CALL SETSMG(AMODE,14,3.)
ISN 0645 JNIE=l 0443
ISN 0646 CALL ALTCK0('.JNDTE) 0444
ISN 0647 INC 1E= C445
ISN 0648 CALL CATAPT(IDATEISTITIE5.SISTI.XIX.N[DTE)
LSN 0649 NTYPE=3
ISN CE5C CALL TITLES (VTYPE.$SKIP) 0448
ISN 0651 CALL LECNDG(AWUDE.642..12..12.12tiHCURS CF CAY)
[SN 06E2 [F(LPPER].EG.I)
ICALL LEGNDG[AMCDE.237..e12.,94.94HmI*4 CNE 0NR MORi POINTS HAVE EXC
2EFDEC LPPER Y LIMIT AND ANE DIVIDED EY 10 dEFORE PLOTTING z*)
ISN 0654 CALL S$TSMG[AMOD.IA4,O.)
ISN 0655 CALL LIhfSG(AO0DEI+I.XHRS.RANGE2)
ISN 0656 CALL SETSMG(AMODE.143e.)
ISN 0657 JNCTE=2 C459
I[N 06-- CALL ALTCK(Kl.JNDTE) C460
ISN 0659 INCTE=3 461
ISN 0660 CALL CATAPT(IDOATE.IST.ITINES.ISTI.XIX.ICTE)
ISN 0661 S60 CCNTINLE
ISN 06t2 KJ=0 0463
ISN 0663 IFIRST=0 0456
I-&N 4464 )4 SK ir-C C457
ISN 0665 ITAPE=I C458
ISN 0-66 IF (OGC.EQO.I) GO TO 2004 C464
ISN 0668 IF (ITINES.ECIT2)[ GO TU 757 0465
I-SN 0670 CC TC 750 0466
ISN 0671 757 IF (IENO.EO.ITIMEe) GO TO 2004 0467
ISN 0673 IF (41[ME6.EO.IT4) GO TO 2004 0468
ISN 0675 PRINT 1Ct7.ITIME6,IEND[T4
1I$N 0-67- ITAPE=C- 0469
ISN 0677 ISAYE=l 0470
ISN 0678 K=I 0471
ISN 0679 CO TO 750 0472
ISN 0680 553 ITGPI-l C482
ISN 0681 IF (XCIECK.EQOO.O) GO TO 808 0483
-SN 0683 ISAVE=C 0464
ISN 0684 ITAPE=I 04e5
[SN 0685 LSTAR=i 0486
ISN 0686 CO TO 753 0487
ISN 0687 8E8 XC-ECK=24.0 C488
ISN 0688 I=I+l 0489
IS 0489 XF-RS-(I)C=XCCK C490
ISN 0690 RANGE(1)=RACI C451
ISN 0691 RANGEI(I)=RAD2 0492
[SN 0692 RANGE2(I)=RAD3 0493
ISN C693 IF(BIGIE0 . I) UPPERI =I1
ISN 0655 IF(8IG2.EOQ.) UPPER2=I
I-SN 0697 F(8 IC-GJ.EO I ) UPPER 3=1
ISN 0699 IF (ISAVL.EC.I) GU TO 953 0454
ISN 0701 GC TC 153 0495
ISN 0702 2CL4 [TIME6E=IT 0496
1SN 0703 ITIM99=IT4 0497
ISN 0704 1F (ITIMc5.EQ.I[OAT1) GO TJ 2C05 0498
ISN 0706 LcOPI=C 04C99
LSN 0707 IF (IIMEY.ECG IML¥) GO TO 1007
ISN 0709 NCGC=O CE02
[SN C710 IF (TIEY.EC.TIMLY.ANO.ITAPE.EQ.I) CC T73 1037 0503
ISN 0712 IE=I 0504
ISN 3713 1=II C0C5
LSN 0714 IIGPh=C C5C6
ISN 0715 IF(I.LT.2) GJ TO 40C7 0C07
ISN 0717 IF (ISTART.3Q.2) GO TO 1005 0508
ISN 0719 IF (ISTAHT.EO.3) GO TO IOC6 0509
ISN C72i1 WKiP=O C511
ISN 0722 WTYPE=I
ISN 0723 CALL TIILES(MTYPE.MSKIP) CE13
ISN 072. CALL SETSMG(AMODE.14.0.)
ISN 0725 CALL LINESG(AMOCE.I.X3.Y3)
ISN C726 CALL SETSNG[AMCDE.14.J.)
ISN 0727 DC 119 J=l,[ 0520
ISN 0728 SAVEI(J)=Y3'(J) 0521
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ISN 0729 SA~E2(J)=Y4(J) C522
[SN 0730 5A6E3(J)=Y5(J) 0523
[SN 0731 SAVE4(J)=XJ(J) CE24
ISN 0732 115 CCNTINLE
ISN 0733 X2(L)=X3(I) 0526
ISN 0734 YZ(I)=Y3(I) 0527
V-" 0735 X4(I)=X4(t[ 0528
ISN C736 S(1I)=XS(I) 0529
ISN 0747 Y4(1)=Y4(I) 0330
ISN 0738 Y5(1)=YS(U) 0531
1SN 0739 12=1-1 0532
ISN 0740 [GCP=1 0533
ISN 0741 GO TO 1007 C534
[SN 0742 ICC5 CONTINLE
-SN 07-4-3 bMSK "C C 3-6
ISN 0744 PTYPE=I
ISN 0745 CALL TITLES (MTYPE.MSKIP) C538
[SN 0746 CALL SETSMG(AMOOE.14.0.)
[SN 0747 CALL LINESG(AWmDE.I.X7.Y7)
ISN 0748 CALL SETSMGIAMODE.14.3.)
-SN 07-49 O -22 J=*I. 0545
ISN 0750 SAVEI(J)=Y7(J) C546
ISN 0751 SAVE2(J)=Y3(J) 0547
[SN 0752 SAVE-(J)=Y)(J) 0548
[SN 0753 SAVE4(J)=X7(J) 0549
ISN 0754 122 CONTINUE
SN 0--55 X7[-I=)7([1 C551
ISN 0756 Y7(1)=Y7([) 0552
ISN 0757 xe(I)=xE(I) 0553
ISN 0758 XS(I)=X(I) 0554
ISN 0759 Y9(I)=Y8(I.) 0555
ISN 0763 V5(1)=y9(I) C556
[St ,7-7I 12=1-1 0557
ISN 0762 IGOP=I C559
ISN 0763 GO TC 1007 0555
ISN 0764 10C0 CONTINUE
ISN C765 NSKIF=2 0561
ISN 0766 MTYPE=I
LSN 0747 CALL TITLES (AITYPE.WSKIP) C563
ISN 07.8 CALL SETSMG(AODE.I14.0.)
ISN 0769 CALL LINESC(AMODE.I.XI.YI)
ISN C770 CALL SEISMG(AMODEI4J.)3
ISN 0771 OC 12t Jll.1 0570
ISN 0772 SAVEI(J)=YI(J) 0571
ISN 0773 SAVr2(JI=Y2(J) 0572
ISN 0774 SAVE3(J)=Y6(L) 9573
ISh 0775 SAVE4(J)=XI(J) C574
ISN 0776 i25 CCNTINLE
ISN 0777 Xl(l)=Xl(l) 0576
I5N C778 YI(I)=Y[(I) 0577
[SN C779 X2(l)=X2(I) 0578
ISN 0780 X6(1)=X6(I) 0579
ISN 0781 Y2(I)=52([J 0580
ISN 0782 Yt(I)=Yt(( 0581
ISN 0783 I2=1-1 0582
[SN 0784 IGCP=I 0583
ISN C785 107 lNX3l 0584
ISN 0786 IF (TIMEY.EO.TIMLY) GO TO 4008
ISN 0788 4C¢7 I[C C5e5
ISN 0789 IF(IGOP.EQ.L) 1=1
ISN 0791 4CC8 ISET=I
ISN C792 IBLAP=C 087
-SN 079 CALL. TAPES[-LLA-PJ 0588
ISN 0794 127 CONTINUE
ISN 0755 [XIY=8
ISN 0796 GC TO 25 05S5
ISN 0797 EC0 I1ME2=ITIME5 0596
ISN 0798 ITME4=ITIMEE 0597
[SN 0799 [=1-1
[SN 0800 IF(I.LE.l.AND.IGOP.NE.0) GC TO 597
"-N 0-2 I--I
ISN 0803 IF(I.LT.C.ANO.IGOP.EQ.0) GO TO 800 0599
ISN 0805 IF(JIN3.EQ.[) GO TO 555 0600
ISN 0807 MSKIP=O C601
ISN 0808 MTYPE=I
[SN 0809 CALL TITLES(MTYPE.MSKIP) 0603
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ISN 08.1Jt 5'5 X4I=- XNOR2.i ,A DOE- .7- II-)
ISN 0811 XIIX=XNORMZIAMODE .X7 ()
ISN 0812 XiIX=X1IX-65.
ISN 0813 L=I-I 0606
ISN 0814 CALL SETSMG(AMODE.14O..[
ISN C815 CALL LINESG(AMODE.I-I[,X7.Y7)
1-N 081-6 CALL SETSMG.4-AMOME.14.3.)
[Sh 0817 5c7 JNCTE=C C612
ISN 0818 CALL TIMTCK (JKJNDTE) 0613
ISN C819 IF (IGCP.NE.C) GC TO 502 0614
ISN 0821 GO TC 604 0615
ISN 0922 5C2 XIX=XNORMZ(AMCDCE,SAVE4(1))
tSN C823 IF( I.GT. lIGCC04
[SN e2: X IIX=XNORMZ( AMDDE .SAVE4(12+1 ))
ISN 0826 XIIX=XIIX-65.
ISN 0827 5C4 [IDTE=C Cel7
ISN Cd025 IF(TCPI.EC. I.AND.I.[T.1)
ICALL LCGNDG(AM[ODE,237..812 .. 94.94H**** ONE OR MCOR PCINTS HAVe EXC
2EEVL)D UPPER Y LI IT AND ARE CIVICED cY 10 BCFORE FLOTTING *46*)
[SN C830 CALL CATAPTiITMEI.ITYE2,ITME3.ITME&.XIX.INOLTE)
ISN Odl1 CALL LEGNDGIAMODE,XIX,170.e5,5tH* APCGE-)
ISN 0832 CALL LEbN)G([ANODE.XIIX,17.0..99HPERIGEE *)
ISN 0833 IF(ICCMP.EC.I) GO TO 515
[SN 0835 WSKIP=0 0621
ISN Cd86 MTYPE=2
ISN C837 CALL TITLES (MTYPE.MSKIP) 0623
[SN C828 IF(I.LE.I.AND.IGJP.NE.0) GO TC 598
ISN 084) CALL SETSMG(AMOLDE.14.0.)
[SN 0841 CALL L IESG( AMODE. . X8.Y8)
ISN 0642 CALL SETSMG(AMODE.14,3.)
ISN 0843 548 JhOTE=[ 0630
ISN C844 CALL TIMTCK (JK.JNDTE) C631
iSN 0845 IF (IGOP.NE.0) GO T3 505 0632
ISN C947 GC TC EC7 0633
ISN 0848 eCE CALL SLTSMG( AMODE.14.oU.)
ISN 0849 CALL LINESG(AMODE.I2+I,SAVE4,SAVE2)
ISN 0850 CALL SETSMG(AMODE,14.3.)
ISN 0o51 5C7 INOTE=I C641
[SN 0852 IF(P.EO..AND. I .GT. I )
ICALL LEGNDG(AMODE.237. .812. ,44.4H**** CNE OR MORE POINTS hAVE EXC
ZEEOEV UPPER Y LIMIT AND ARE DIVIDED BY 10 BEFCRE PLOTTING *$**)
ISN C854 CALL DATAPT(ITMEI.ITME2.ITME3.ITME4.XIX.lh[OTE)
[ISN 0855 CALL LEGt)G(AMODE.XIXAt70..8.8H* APOGEE)
ISN 0856 CALL LEGNMG(AMUODE.XIIX.170. .9.9HPER ICEE )
ISN 0o57 MSK P=O 0o45
[SN e858 MTYPE=3
ISN 0359 CALL TITLES (MTYPE.MSKIP) 0647
[SN 0860 IF(I.LE.I.AND.IGOP.NE.U) GO TO 599
ISN oe62 CALL SETSNG(AMODE.I4.0.)
[SN 0663 CALL L INESG (AMODE .I+1 * X9.Y9)
-S-N 5-44 C-A SE TSMG.4 AA-DE.-4. ,.-
ISN 0865 5SS JhDTE=2 0o54
ISN 0866 CALL TIMTCK (JK.JNCTE) 0655
ISN 0867 IF (IGOP.NE.C) GO TO 508 0656
ISN 0869 GO -TC e10 0657
[SN 0670 SC8 CALL SETSMG(A[ODE.14.0.)
I-S-N 0-74 AL- L LNESG AMODE-.4-2*1SAYVE4. SAVEJ)
ISh 0872 CALL SEISMG(AMODE.4.3.J)
ISN 0873 610 INhTE=I 0665
ISN 0674 IF(TCPF .EO..AND.I.GT. I)
ICALL LEGNDG(AMCDE.237.. d2..94.94H-*** CNE OR MCRE POINTS hAVE ExC
2EEDED UPPER Y LIMIT AND ARE CIVIDED BY 10 BEFORE PLOTTING *$*6)
-- e7 0-76 CGAL-L CATAPT (ITME .I TM T1ME3.1 TMEA. XI .XNOTE 
[SN Cd77 CALL LEGNDG(AMODE.XIX.170. .. 8H* APCGEE)
[SN 0678 CALL LEGNOLG(AMOOE.XIIX.170C.9.9HPERIGEE )
ISN 0679 e15 CCNTINUE
ISN 0d80 GC TC Enc 0670
ISN C881 6C0 ITM[N=ITIME5 0671
[SN G882 ITME4=ITI[ME7 0672
ISN 0883 I=1-1
ISN 0884 IF(I.LE.I.AND.IGOP.NE.0) GC TC 697
[SN C886 1:I+1
ISN 0887 F( I.LT.C.ANO.DIGCP.EO.0) GU TO 800 0674
[SN 0889 IF(JhXE.LQ.l) GO TO 666 0675
ISN C8e1 MSK IP=2 0676
ISN 0892 MTYPE=I
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ISN 0893 CALL TITLES IMTYPE SKIIP) C678
ISN 08945 XIX=XNCOMZ(AMODE.XI(IJ)
ISN 0dS56 IIX=XCIIZAODE-t.))
ISN 0897 I1I-1 0681
ISN 0C8S CALL SETSMG(AMODE,I4.0.)
ISN 0899 CALL LINESG(AMODE.I+I.XI.YI)
ISN 0900 CALL SEI1SMG(AMODE.14,3.)
[SN 0901 697 JNOTE=C 0887
ISN 0902 CALL TI.TCK (JK.JNDTE) 0oe88
ISN 0903 IF (IGCP.NE.OI GU TO 602 0689
ISN 09C5 CO TO 604 0690




ISN ¢C91-1 604 INDTE=O 0692
ISN 0912 IF(TOPI.Eo.I.AND.I.GT.l)
ICALL LEGNDG(AMODE.237., e2. 94.94H***- CNE OR MORE PCINTS HAVE EXC
2EEDEC UPPER Y LIMIT AND ARE DIVIDED eY 10 SEFORE PLOTTING )**)
ISN 091L CALL CATAPT(ITMEIITME2.ITME3.ITME4.XIX.INCTE)
ISN 0915 CALL LEGNDG(AWODE.XIIX.17C.,9.,HAPOGEE *)
t-SN 0-9-6 C-"" I-NDGSAMCOE.X.3Z.8+s9H* PRW.-G-S-)
ISN 0917 IF(NCOMP.EU.1) GO TO 615
ISN 0919 MEKIP=2 Ce96
ISN 0920 MTYPE=2
ISN 0921 CALL TITLES (MTYPEMSKIP) 0e98
ISN 0922 IF(I.LE.I.ANO.IGOP.NE.0) GO TO 698
ISN 0924 CALL SETSMG(AwCDE.14.0.)
ISN 0925 CALL LINESG(AMODE,I+I.X2 .Y2)
ISaN 0926 CALL SETSMGCAMODE. 14.3.)
ISN 0927 ese JNDTE=I C705
ISN 0928 CALL TINTCK (JK.JNDTE) 0706
ISN 0929 IF (IGCP.NE.C) GO TO 605 0707
ISN 0931 GO TC e07 0708
ISN 0932 6C5 CALL SETSMG(AoDmE.14.0.)
ISNM 033 CALL LINESG4AMODEl.24-4.SAVE4.sAVE24
ISN 0934 CALL SETSMG(AMODE,14.3.)
ISN 0935 [C7 INDTE=I C716
ISN 0936 IF(TCP;.EO.I.AND.I.GT.II
ICALL LEGNDG(AMODE.237.,812..94,94H**S* CNE OR MORE POINTS HAVE EXC
2EEJED UPPER Y LIMIT AND ARE CIVIDEO 8Y 10 aEFORE PLOTTING +**m)
1-S-N OS3-8 CALL- DA TAPT(ITMEI.ITME2. I TMI3ITME4.+IX.1NDTE) 
ISN 0939 CALL LEGNO-C(AMODE.XIIX.170.,9.9HAPCGEE *)
ISN 0940 CALL LEGNDG(AMODE.XIX.170..9H,9* PERIGEE)
ISN 0941 NSKIP=2 0720
ISN 0542 MTYPE=3
ISN 0943 CALL TITLES (MTYPE.MSKIP) 0722
ISN C44 IFII.LE.I.ANO.IGCF.NE.0) GU TO 699
ISN 0546 CALL SETSMG(AMODE.14.0.)
ISN 0947 CALL LINdSG(AMODE.I+l.X6.Y6)
ISN 0948 CALL St1SMGIAMODE.14.3.)
ISN 0949 699 JNOTE=2 C729
ISN 0950 CALL TITCK (JK.JNDTE) 0730
ISN 0951 IF IIGOP.NE.O) GC TO 608 0731
ISN 0j J CO TO 10 C732
ISN 0954 [e( CALL SETSMG(AMODE.14.0.)
ISN 0955 CALL LINESG(AMODE.12+1 SAVE4.SAVEJ)
ISN 0956 CALL SE1SAG(AMODE.1.,3.)
ISN 0957 61C INDTE=I 0740
ISN 0958 IF(TOP.cU.OI.AND.I.GT.1)
,CALL LEGNDG(AMODE.237.e.812..94,94H*** CNE OR MORE PCINTS HAVE EXC
2EECEC UPPER Y LIMIT AND ARE DIVIDED eY 10 8EFOPE PLOTTING *$**)
ISN 0960 CALL CATAPT(ITMEI.ITME2.ITME3,ITME4.XIX.INOTE)
ISN 0961 CALL LEGNDG(AMCDE.XIX.170.,.,9H* PERIGEE)
ISN 0962 CALL LECNOG(IAODE.XIIX.17C.9.,9HAPOCEE *)
ISN s09e3 [15 CCNTINLE E
ISN 0964 CC TO EO8 C745
ISN C965 7CC ITME[=ITIMES C746
ISN 0966 ITME=I=lIME5 C747
ISN 09c7 I=I-I
ISN 0968 I-(I.LE.I.AND.IGOP.NE.O) GO TC 797
ISN CS70 -=14+
ISN 0971 IF(I.LT.6.AND.IGO*.E.) 0 GO TO S00 C749
ISN 0973 IF(JINX.EO.I) GO TC 777 0750
ISN 0975 MSKIP=C C751
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ISN 0976 NTYPE=I
ISN 0977 CALL TITLES (MTYPEMSKIP) 0753
I-SN 0-978 777 X-IX=XNCRM2(IACCDE X31 [-) )
ISN 0979 XIIX=XhCRMZ(AMODE.X3(1))
ISN C980 XIIX=XIIX-6e.
ISN 09el l=I-I C756
ISN 0982 CALL SETSMG(AMODE.14.0.)
ISN 0983 CALL LINESG(AMODE.I+L .X3.Y3)
ISN 0984 CALL SETSMG(AMCDE.14.3.)
ISN 0985 757 JNDTE=e C762
N-S -N CALL T-IMTCK (JKt.JNDTE) 0763
ISN 0987 IF (IGOP.NE.C) GO TO 702 07e4
ISN 0989 GC TO 7C4 0765
ISN 0990 7C2 XIX=XNORflZ(AMCDE.SAVE4(I))
ISN 0991 IF(I.GT. IGCTC7C4
ISN C993 )I IX=XNOR8NZ(A PCDE, SAVE4(1 2+ )
I--N go94 Xl =X I I X-65.
ISN 0995 7C4 INCTE=C 0767
ISN 0996 IF(TOPI.EO. I.ANDO.I.GT.l )
ICALL LEGNDG(AMODE.237. .812..94.94H*** CNE OR MOFE POINTS HAVE EXC
2EEDED UPPER Y LIMIT AND ARE DIVIDED BY 10 BEFCHE PLOTTING ***)
ISN 0993 CALL CATAPT(ITMEI.ITME2.ITME3.ITME4 . I . INDTE)
IISN 0999 CALL LEGNDG(AMODE.XIX.1 70.3.S.H* APCGEE)
ISN 1000 CALL LECNDG(AMODE,XIIX.170.9,G,HPERIGEE *1
ISN 1001 IF(NCONP.EO.1) GO TO 715
ISN 1003 tSKIP=C 0771
ISN IC04 MTYPE=2
ISN 1005 CALL TITLES (MTYPE.MSKIP) C773
IShN 1-406 IF(I.LE. l.ANO.IGCP.NE. O) GO TO 79d
ISN 1008 CALL SETSMG(AMODE,14.0.)
ISN 1009 CALL LINESG(AMODEI+I.X4.Y4)
ISN 1010 CALL SEISMG(AMOLDE.14.3.)
ISN 1011 795 JNDTE=I 0780
ISN 1012 CALL TIRTCK (JK.JNDTE) 0781
ISN 1013 IF (IGOP.NE.O) GC TU 705 0782
ISN 1015 GO TO 707 0783
ISN 1016 7CS CALL SETSMG(AMODE.14.0.)
ISN 1017 CALL LINtSG(AMOE.I12*1.SAVE4,SAVE2)
ISN 1018 CALL SETSMG(AMODE,14.4.)
ISN 1019 7C7 INDTE=l 0791
1SN 1020 IF(TOP.El. I.AN[.I.GT. I )
ICALL LEGNOG(4AMODE.237.,812.,944,94H"*n CNE OR MORE PCINTS F.AVE EXC
2EEDEC LPPER Y LIMIT AND ARE DIVIDED eY 10 BEFORE PLOTTING r*+#)
ISN IC22 CALL CATAPT(IIME1.ITME, .ITE2 TME3.1TWE4XIX.INTE)
ISN 1023 CALL LEGNDG(AMODE.XIX.170..3.EBH* APOGEE)
ISN 1024 CALL LEGNDG(AMODE.XIIX.170..9.9HPERICEE =)
I-SN 1025 MSK IP=C C 95
ISN 1026 MTYPE=-3
ISN 1027 CALL TITLES (MTYPE.MSKIP) C797
ISN 1028 IF(I.LE. I.AND.IGOP.NE.C) GC TC 799
ISN 1030 CALL SETSMG(AMO0E.14.;.)
ISN 1-31 CALL LINESGIAMODE.I*I.XS.Y5)
1SN 1032 CALL SETSNG(AMOOE.14.3.)
ISN 1033 759 JNOTE= 2 C04
ISN 1034 CALL TIMTO K (Js..JNDTE) Ce05
ISN 1035 IF (IGOP.NE.O) GO TO 7S9 CE06
ISN 1037 GO TC 710 C0C7
ISN 1038 7C8 CALL SETSMG(AMODE14.0. )
ISN 1-3-9 CALL LlItSG(AMCOE.12+. SAVE4.SAVE3)
ISN 1040 CALL SETSGIAMODOE .14,3.)
ISN 1041 710 INOTE=I C815
ISN 1042 IF(TCP2.E. .AND I .T. I )
ICALL LEGNDG(AMODE.237. .812..94.94H**** CNE OR MORE POINTS I-AVE EXC
2EEOED UPPEW Y LIMIT AND ARE DIVIDED BY 10 BEFORE PLOTTING *+ )
ISN 1044 CALL DATAPT(ITME I .ITME2.I TME3.I TME4 .IX INUTE)
ISh 1045 CALL LEGNDG(AMODEXIX.170..3.8,H APOCEE)
I-S-N 10-4 CALL LEGNuG(AMOOE.XIIX.17C. .9,HPERIGEE .)
ISN 1047 715 CONTINLE
C 800 BACKSPACE 5
ISN 1048 8CO BACKSPACE A,
ISN 1049 JINX=O0
ISN 1050 JK=O 022
ISN t014 IC-OP=C C82
ISN 1052 1= 0 C824
ISN 1053 REWIND 83
ISN 1054 ISTART=I 0826
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ISN 1055 IADD=0 0827
ISN 1056 GO TO 4C C828
s-N 1-05-7 2CCS CALL- ITLE-S ( 1 .*6
ISh 1058 CALL EXITG(AMODE)
C * BEGIN OCPLT3 SEQUENCE
ISN 10S9 STCP
ISN 1060 END 0832
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rMnLER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN.OPT=02.LINECNT=58.SIZE=OOOOK.
SOURCE.EHCDIC.NOLIST.NODECK.LOADMAP.NOEDIT.IDOXREF
IsN 0002 6U&qG4-t4 OAAO o 443-.-aM2-TNE. M .Ts-n
ISN 0003 COMMON ITIME8(99Y9).ITIME9(9999).ITYPE(9999).MHOURS(1IOO)RANGE5(10
141)-. RR(6 GbO I OR1 S .ER0-CE7-R 0 3 U.&8 Z130JIOO
I (30ABSIC1(O),ABSIC2(4O).IIDAT.IIDAT.IH 0009
IN e00 C-GOM ECR-LOINENRqL02.ERRLOJ.ERRHILERR HI.E ERRHZ3
ISN 0005 COMMON AMODE(200).CON.MANY.LOG
f9-N oeo eemeN st#*-s.-NSSi5 53 0NSS4-N SSti.NS46,AS-. A7.83,85,4 .Yv
ISN 0007 DIMENSION M3NTH(12).N3NTH(12) 0838
F-SN 008 0114ENSION XHY2000)1DCOS(2000),RP(4000) BOXX(l).8OXY45)
ISN 0009 DATA SORTST/4H / 0841
FSN 8sAr0 H*T - X/X:oe i182e 1L IoO · A,10i b/8Xy/ 9et2e.524,et4s9._/A
ISN 0011 INTEGER AS. A7. 83. 85
I-S 04-2 IW-4Ns4.dE4-- To I 4
ISN 0014 MONTH(I)=IJI 0847
ISN 00is5 M4NHN(-2)228 0(8
ISN 0016 MONTH(31=331 0849
ISN 0017 MONTH1(4)-430 q85s
ISN 0018 MONTH(S)=531 0851
-ON G009 MQONT-44t 30 0852
ISN 0020 MONTH(7)=731 0853
ISN 0021 MONTH(18t83-1 0854
ISN 0022 MCNTN(9)=930 0855
ISN 0023 MONTftlO)t1031 0856
ISN 0024 MONTH(11)=1130 0857
I-SN 08-5 MOW tI tO 231 a
ISN 0026 NONTH(I1=101 0859
1-SN 0027 NeNTt 2t()-201 0860
ISN 0028 NONTH(J)=301 0861
IlSt 0029 NONTH()=4=01 082
ISN 0030 NONTH(S)=501 0863
1-SN el3 NONTT- o -N 601 Oa"
ISN 0032 NONTH(7)=701 0865
$15 0033 NONTHt(8)=-01 0-86
ISN 0034 NONTH(9)=901 0867
f-5N 0035 NONT (10)=1001 8a68
ISN 0036 NONTH(11)=1101 0869
[-N 0037 NeOT4 +2 -- I-20 1 n.7n
ISN 0038 YEAR=FLOAT(ITMEI) 0871
tSN< 0039 I-YEARYEAR/10000.0 0-872
ISN 0040 IYEAR=IYEAR*10000 0873
ISN 3041 IF- (MODI YEAR4)1.E.O) MONTH(2)=MONTH(2)+1 084
ISN 0043 DO 459 LL=1.12 0875
1-SN 0*84 MNf-i Lt+.---3NTS4LL) +I-YEAR 0576
ISN 0045 NONTH(LL)=N3NTH(LL)+IYEAR 0877
I-N 0046 459 CONTINUE 0878
ISN 0047 NCNTN(l)=NONTH(I)I 0000 0879
M1N 0048 CALL LtGNDG(AMODEe197..105..17. 17HDATA DISTRIbUTION)
ISN 0049 ill ISTOP=O 0881
ISN 0051 KDIF=O 0883
I-SN 0052 MOIF-0 088.4
ISN 0053 LDIF=0O 0885
ISN 0054 IF 4INDTE.EO..I GO TO 522 0l88
ISN 0056 IF (INDTE.EO.3) GO TO 522 0887
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05/300 FORTRAN HL EV 2Q.l t1 LG 2 7
ISN 0058 JJ=O Q888
ISN 0059 IXY=O 0889
T SN 0060 IRR=O n.90
ISN 0061 LM=O 0891
ISN 0062 L=O 0892
ISN 0063 J=O 0893
ISN 0064 K=O 0894
ISN 0065 522 PRINT 121. ITMEI.ITME, ITME3,ITME4 0898
ISN 0066 121 FORMAT ( IHO.I0X.14HPERI00 PLOTTED.IOX. IO*IX.I*45X.I61X. LJ 0189
ISN 0067 DATA9=FLOAT(ITMEI) 0900
ISN 0066 WRITE(6b2) DATA9.ITMEI
ISN 0069 DATAI=FLOAT(ITME4) 0901
ISN 0070 DATAI=DATAI/100.O 0902
ISN 0071 IDATAI=OATAI 0903
ISN 0072 DATAI=FLOAT(IDATAI) 0904
ISN 0073 IF(INDTE.EQ.O.OF.NDTE.EO. I) DATAI=DATAI+I.O
ISN 0075 OATA2=FLOAT(ITME2) 0905
ISN 0076 DATA2=DATAZ/100.0 0906
ISN 0077 IDATA2=DATA2 0907
ISN 0078 OATA2=FLOAT(IDATA2) 0908
ISN 0079 KOIF=ITME3-ITMEI
ISN 0080 DO b67 I=1.11 0909
ISN 0081 IF (ITMEI EO.M3NTH( I ).AND.IThE3.O.NONTH( I + )) KDIF=I 09LO
ISN 0083 IF (ITMEI.El.MONTH(I).AND.(ITME3-NONTH(I+1).EO.EI) KDIF=2 0911
ISN 0085 IF (ITMEJ.t EU.NONTH( I + ) . AND.( MONTH( I )-ITMEI ).E.I) KDIF=2 0912
ISN 0087 !F(ITMEJ.E0.NINTH(I+1).AND.(MONTH(I )-TTMEI).EQ.2) KDIF=3
ISN 008 IF(ITME3.EE( .NONDNTH(I+Ib+I}.AND.(MONTH(-II-ITMEI)I. E.1-) KDIF=3
ISN 0091 IF(ITME3.EU.(NONTH(I+1)+2).AND.ITMEI.EQ.MONTH(I)) KDIF=3
ISN 009J IF(ITME3.Eu.NONTH(1+1) AND.(MONTH(II--!TMEI).EO.3) KDIF=4
ISN 0095 I F(ITME 3.E. (ONTH( I + )+I).AND. ( MNTH( I -ITMEI) EQ21 KDIF=4
ISN 0097 IF(ITIMEJ3.EO.(NONTH(I+1)+2).AND.(MONTH(I)-ITMEI).Eo.I) KDOIF4
ISN 0099 IF(ITME3.EO.INONTH(I+1)+3).AND.ITrMEI.EQ.MONTH(I)) KDIF=4
ISN 0101 567 CONTINUE 0913
ISN 0102 IF(ITMEI.EU.MON H(12).AND.ITME3.EO.NONTH(l)) KDIF=I
ISN 0104 IF(ITMEIe.tE.MoNTH(1Z).AND.(IME3-NONH(I)).IEO.lI KDIF=2
ISN 0106 IF(ITMEJ.EO.NONTH(I).AND.(MCNTH(12)-ITMEI).EO.I) KDIF=2
ISN 0108 IF(ITME3.EO.N9NTH(1).AND.(MONNTH(12)-ITMEI).EQ.Z) KDIF=3
ISN 0110 IF(ITMEJ.EQ.(N]NTH(I)+I).AND.(MONTH(12)-ITMEI).EO.I) KDIF=3
ISN 0112 IF(ITMEJ.E9.(NNONTH(II+2).AN.I-ME1.EQ.MONTHI-12)) KDIF=.3
ISN 0114 IF(ITME!3.EU.NONTH(I).AND.(MCNTH(12)-ITMEI).EO.3) KDIF=4
ISN 0116 IF(ITME3.Lu.(N)NTH(II+1).AND.(4)NTH(12)-ITMEI).EQa.2 KDIF=4
ISN 0118 IF(ITME3.EU. (143NTH( I)+2).AND.('40NTH(12)-TTMEI).EO.I) KDIF=4
ISN 0120 IF(ITME3.E0.(rnONH( I)+).AND. ITMEl.EU.MCINTH(12)) KDIF=4
ISN 0122 DATA1=DATA1+24.*FLOAT(KOIF)
ISN 013 CALL OUJCTGI(AMO E.XIX.45..1151.,90.)
ISN 0124 IF(N5SS.EU.I) 30 TO 405
ISN 016 PPINT IZ3.XIX
ISN 0127 IZJ FCRMAT(IH FS.O0)
ISN 012d 405 CALL SET4G(AAMn4DE.24,0.)
ISN 0129 CALL SUtJtGi A 4JDt DAA20.. DATAI1. )
ISN 0130 CALL LE GNDG(AMgDE.170. 30.,b. 5 HHOUS)
ISN 0131 CALL LEGNFDG(AtNUfDE.170..9.,4.4HDATE)
ISN 0132 CALL LEUNDG((AMOClE.1170..e82..2. 2HXY)
ISN 0133 CALL LEGNDG(AMODE.I70..o7..2.2HLM3
ISN 0134 CALL LEGNDG(AMNUODI70 .. 52..2.2HRR
ISN 0135 CALL LINLESGAMOCE.55b UXX,80XY)
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t1SN 0136 IF(NSS.EU.I) GO TO 800
ISN 013d PPINT 123. XIX
F-S 0+i9 680 O A*4DOATAa 0rAig
ISN 0140 XDIF=DATAI-DATA2 0950
IS -- 4I IF(NSSS.EQO.1 GO Tn 406
ISN 0143 PRINT 123. XIX
C S4J8TRACT END ANV START HPS FOR TOTAL 0954
ISN 0144 400 JUIFF=XOIF 0955
C INTEG4R UIFFE4tNCE CF HRS 0856
ISN 0145 DATA5=DATA2 0957
ISN 0146 PRINT 222, JDIFF 0958
ISN 0147 222 FORMAT (IHO,IS) 0959
ISN O014 IDAT2=DATA2
ISN 0149 CALL NUMBRG{AMODEXNORMZ(AM(DE. DATA5).30 ,2.IDAT2)
C POI0T TO COONT FROM FOR NEXT TIME LAdELS 0965
ISN 0150 J)IFF=JDIFF+I 0966
1SN 0151 IF(MANY.EO.1) JDIFF=JDIFF/4
ISN 0153 DO 700 I=I.JDIFF 0967
ISN 0154 DATA4=OA'A4+1.0 0969
ISN 0155 DATAS=DATAS+I.O 0970
I'N 0156 IF(FMANY.EO.l) DATA4=DATA4+3.0
ISN 0158 IF(MANY.EO.I) DATAS=DATA5+3.0
ISN 0160 IF (DATA4.GE.24.0) GO TO 224 0971
ISN 0162 IF (DATA5.GE.DATAI) GO TO 594
ISN 0164 227 IDAT4=OATA4
ISN 0165 CALL NUNMRG(AtfODE.XNORNZ(AMODE.DATAS).30..2.IDAT4)
ISN Oto 6CO TO3 700 092
ISN 0167 224 DATA4=LATA4-24.0 0975
ItN 0168 DATI0=OATA9+I.0 0976
ISN 0109 WPITE(o,2) UATIO,ITMEI
ISN 0170 DC 45d LL=IZ12 0977
ISN 0171 LTME4=VATIO 0978
ISN 0172 LTME=--LTME4-MONTHi(LL) O9"0
ISN 0173 IF (LTrlE.EQ.e.AND.LL.EQ.12) DATIO=NONTH(l) 0980
ISN 0175 IF (LTME.EU.I.AN0.LL.NE.12) DATIO=NONTH(LL+i) 098
ISN 0177 458 CCNTINUE 0982




ISN 0182 CALL 3dJCTG(AM(IDe.XIX.45..l1I2.90O.)
ISN 0183 CALL IUIMBRG(A'4ODE.XPOS,9.eb.IDATIO)
ISN 0184 CALL OdJCTG(AMOODE.XIX.4e..1151.90.)
ISN 0185 WPITE(o.2) DATIO.ITME1
ISN 0186 L FORMAT (IH ,F9.2.lb)
ISN 017 IF (CATAS.EU.OATAI) GO Tn 594 0987
ISN Old9 GC TO 227 0988
ISN 0190 7C00 CONTINUE 0989
ISN 0191 594 IOAT4=DATA4
ISN 0192 XHRLEN=XNCRMZ(AWODE,DATA5)
15N 019- C-ALL UOJCTG(AMOOE.XIX.45..1182..o0.)
ISN 0194 CALL NUMBRG(AMODE.XHREND.30.Z 2.IDAT4)
ISN 0195 CALL ObJCTG(AM)OE.XIX.45..1151..90.)
ISN 0196 IF (!NDTE.EU.1) GEI 'O 305 0991
ISN 0198 IF (ISTOP.EO.L) Gr TO 1 0992
ISN 0200 IF (INDTL.EO.J) GO TO 305 0993
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ISN 0203 IF (K.GE.l00) GO TO 4b0
4UN 0205 596 S RAD (IJ.302) ENDTPE.ITIMEtI(K).ITIME9tK).ITYPE(K).
ISN 020f 302 FORMAT (1X. A4. 3X. Ib. IX. 14. IX. 121
ISN 0207 305 IF (MOIF.EU.O) G3] TO 612 0999.
ISN 0209 IF (ENDTPE.EQ.SORTST) GO TO 911 1000
ISN 0211 IF(ITIME8(K).LT.ITMEl) GO TO 596 1001.
ISN 0213 IF (ITIMEB(K).EQ.ITNEI) GO TO 597 1002
ISN 0215 GU TO 202 1003
ISN 0216 597 IF (ITIME9(K).LT.ITME2) GO TO 596
ISN 0218 202 IF (K.EO.I) GO T 598 I 1005
ISN 0220 IF (ITIMEb(K).EQ.ITINME(K-l)) GO TO 203 1006
ISN 0222 LM=O 100.7
ISN 0223 - IRR=O 1008
ISN 0224 IXY-O 1009
ISN 0225 GO TO 595 1010
ISN 0226 203 IF (ITIME9(K).EQ.ITIME9(K-I)) GO TO 110 iC-11
ISN 0228 LM=O 1012
ISN 0229 IRR=O 1013
ISN 0230 IXY=O 1014
ISN 0231 GO TO s 9 8 LOlS
ISN 0232 110 IF (ITYPE(().EO.TTYPE(K-1)) GO TO 595 1016
ISN 0234 IF (ITYPE(K).EO.I) GO TO 114 1017
ISN 0236 IF (ITYPE(K).EQ.9) GO TO 114 1018
ISN 0238 IF (ITYPE(KI.EQ.2) GO TO 115 1019
ISN 0240 IF (ITYPE(KI.EO.3) GO TO 115 1020
ISN 0242 IF-(IXY.EQ.lt GO TO 595 i"e
ISN 0244 GO TO 598 1022
ISN 0245 114 IF (IqR.EQ.I) GO TO b95 1023
ISN 0247 GO TO b9d 1024
ISN 0248 1-15 IF (LM.eO.l) GO TO 595' 1025
ISN 0250 59t IF (ITIMEB(K).LT.ITME3) GO TO 600 1026
ISN-0252 IF (ITIME6(K).GT.ITME3) GO TO 811 &oZ7
15N 0254 II (ITIML8(K).EQ.ITME3) GO TO 599 1028
ISN 025o GO TO bOO 1029
ISN 0257 599 IF (ITIME9(K).GT.ITME4) GO TO 511 1030
ISN 0259 600 XTI=O.b 1031
ISN 0260 LDIF=ITIME8(K)-ITME1 1032
ISN 0241 00 5.o 111=1.11 133
ISN 0262 IF (ITMEL.El.MONTH(1II).ANOD.ITMES(KI.EQ.NONTH(II+1t)) LDIF=I 1034
ISN 0264 IF (ITMEI.E .MONTH(III).AND.(ITIME8(K)-NNINTH(IIIl1)).EO.I) LDIF=2 1035
ISN 0200 IF ((M'JNTH(IIIJ-IME)L).EG.I.AND.ITIME8(K).EO.NONTH(III*1)) LDIF=2 1036
ISN 0206 IF(ITIMES(K).EE.NnNTH(III+1 ).ANO.(MONTH(III)-ITMEI).EQ.2) LDI.=3
ISN 0270 IF(ITIME8(K).EO.(NONTH(ITI+I)+I).AND.(MONTH(III)-ITMEI).EO.I)
I - LOF= 3
ISN 0272 IF(ITIMEd(K).LQ.(tIONTH(III+I)+2).AND.ITMEI.EO.MONTH(lII)l LDIF=3
ISN 0274 IF(ITIMEd(Kl).EQ.N(NTH(IIl+1).ANO(D.MONTH(III)-ITME1).EQ.3) LDIF=4
ISN 0270 IF(ITIMLE(K).EU.J(NONTH(III+1)+I).AND.(MONTH(III )-ITMEl).EQ.2)
I LDIF=4
IEN 027a IF(ITIME8(K).E. (NONT H(III +I) +2.ANo.(MONTH( III)-ITMEI)EQ. I)
I LIF=4
ISN 0280 IF(ITIME6(K).EO.(NONTH(III++1t3).AND.ITMEI.EQ.MCNTH(III)) LDIF='
ISN 0282 56b CONTINUE 1037
ISN 02d3 IF(ITMEI.EO.MJN-H(12).AND.ITIME8(K).EO.NGNTH(I)) LDIF=I
ISN 0285 IF(ITMEI.EJ.MO]NTH(I2).AND.(ITIME5(K)-NONTH(I).EQ 1) LDIF=2
ISN 0287 IF(ITIMEd(K) .EU.NOlTH(l I ).AND. (MONTH(12)- ITME1 )l.EQ. LOIF=2
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ISN 0202 595 K=K-I 0995
-S[ 02l9 lF(ITLMEdl(KL)EQNONTH(l). AND.(MONTH(12)-ITME1).EQ.2) LDIF=3
ISN 0291 IF(ITIM4ES(K).EO.(NONTH(I)+1).AND.(MONTH(12)-ITMEI).EO.e) LDIF=3
1t4 024t ANDtT.ITt3-f . L 4ELtt.LUEOflsalDT[I2 tDIF=2
ISN 0295 IF(ITIME8(K).EO.NONTH(I).ANDe(MONTH(12)-ITMEI).EQ.31 LDIF=4
ISIN Q097 FIPT TIMr(KXeQEO.(N(INTH( 1)+l2.AND.(MOnJT l121-LTMFi EO.2) LDIE=4
ISN 0299 IF(ITI4ES(K).EQ*(NONTH(1)+2).AND.(MONTH(12)-ITMEI).EQO.) LDIF=4
ISN 0jo01 IF(ITIME8(KIEO.E(NONTH(I)+J3.AND.ITMEI.EQMHONTH(12)1 LDIF=4
C TO GET TOTAL NUMHER OF DAYS 1038
I-65 03J0 TI IE9-A T-LE(CtK.240 DL.O IF
ISN 0304 IHRS=ITIME9(K)/100
ISN 0305 MINUTS=ITIME9(K)-IHRS*100
ISN 0300 YTI=FLOAT(IHRS)+FL AT(MINUTS)/60.
16N 0304-7 4 If-/IT-PE(-K).EQIL Gcn TO- 601 LO45
ISN 0309 IF (ITYPE(K).EOQ9) GO TC 601 1046
S5N 0311 60 TO 492 107
ISN 0312 601 JJ=JJ+l 1048
ISN 0313 RR(JJ)=YTI L049
ISN 0314 IRR=I ai0o
ISN 0315 602 ITIME9(K)=ITIME9(KI-2400*LDIF
ISN 0316 GO TO 595 1053
ISN 0317 612 CONTINUE
ISN 0318 MDIF=5 1055
C SHIFT FIRST DATE TO THE LEFT ON ALTITUDE PLOT TO ELIMINATE DATE OVEREUJN
ISN 0319 XPOSF=XNORML(AMOUE.CATA2)
ISN 0320 IFINSSo.EOel) XPOSS=XPOSS-38.
ISN 0322 CALL NUMURG(AMODE.XPOSS,9..beITMEI)
15N 03Z2 IF 4INaTE.EOQ.3) GO TO 811 1n58
ISN 0325 IF (INDTE.EU.I) GO TO 811 1059
ISN 0327 IF (DATAI.EQeOATA2) GO TO 811 1O0I
ISN 0329 Gr TO 596 1061
ISN 0330 992 IF (ITYPE(K).EO.2) GO TO 993 406a
ISN 0332 IF (ITYPL(K).E.3)] GO TO 993 1063
15t" 0334 J=J+I +0
ISN 0335 XY(J)=YTI 1065
ISN 0330 IXYsl 1066
ISN 0337 GO TO 002 1067
ISN 03J8 993 L=L+1 1ObB
ISN 0339 DCOS(L)=YTI 1069
ISN e0340 L-l 1Q70
ISN 0341 Gn TO o02 1071
ISN 0342 d11 IF (K.EOo.) GO TI) 812 1.072
ISN 03'4 PRINT 433JJJ.L.J
ISN 0345 333 FORMAT (InH IOX.31HRANGE/PANGt tATE PASSES PLOTTED.2X.16.5X.24HNIN 1074
II'PACK PASSES PLOTTED.2X.b6.X .I7HXY PASSES PLnTTED.2X.b6) 1075
-I-SN-- 346 643 TO I LQZ06
ISN 0347 812 CALL LEGNUG(AMJDE.490.. 48.23.23HNO DATA FOR THIS PERIOD)
ISN 0348 PRINT 8b5 1078
ISN 0349 855 FORMAT (tIH IOX,25HNO PASSES FOP THIS PERIOD) 1079
ISN 0350 I5TOP=1 1080
ISN 0351 hlS IF (ISTOP.NE.1) GO TO 595 1081
SN 0353 1 -I-F (JI.E.O) GO TO 100 1082
ISN 0355 XTI=0.75 1083
ISN 0356 11 M=M+I 1084
ISN 0357 CALL SETSNM(AMOOE.14.0.)
ISN 0358 CALL NUMdG(AMOODEXY(M),XT I -I . IH
ISN 0359 CALL SETSMG(AMOCE.14.3.)
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IF (M.EO.JJ GU TO 100
GO TO 11
400 4=0






IF (M.EQ.L) GO TO 13
GO TO 12
13 M=O






IF (M.EO.JJ) GO TO 111
GO TO 14
C * tEGIN OCPLTJ SEQUENCE
911 PRINT J400




































































COtP-ILER OLPTIONS - NA*Et= MAIN.OPT=02.LINECNT=58.SIZE=OOOOK.
S3URCE.EECDIC.NLLIST.NODECK.LOAD.MAP.NOEDIT.ID.XREF
68 4 042 a a S JT44 T-T4T EK _J4(.J4OE4 AL
ISN 0003 COMMON ITIMEdS(9999)ITIME9(9999).ITYPE(999)1.MHCURS(100).PANGE5(10
I4+TEQROR0--rERRORI(50),ERRCR2(501 ).RANGET7(30G,-4OU2-ME .404-4IC4S
L.ABSICI(JO),AISIC2(3O).IIDAT.IIDATIIH 0009
ISN 0004 COMMON ERRLOIEFqLf2.-ERRL03.ERHPII.ERRHI2.ERRHI3
ISN 0005 COMMCN AMODE(200).CON.MANY.LOG
FSN O8e CG'MM3N NSSi 1rNSSiN53wNS54 NS55S NS,6AE-w483,v8 F{-IY
ISN 0007 INTEGER AS, Al. 83. 85
ISN 0008 IF(NSSZ.EQ.1) GO TO 407
ISN 0010 PRINT 200.JK 1187
ISN 001-1 500 FORMAT (IH .llHO0 INDEX ISe.6-) [UB
ISN 0012 407 CALL LEGNDG(AMOOE.237..900..70.70HNUM8ERS ON CURVE INDICATE UNIVER
ISA14 TIME IN HOURS ALONG THE TRAJEC.TORY)
ISN 0013 Dn 10 I=IJK 1191
ISN 0014 IF( JNDTE.EQ.O.AND.LOG.EO.O) YIY=YNORMZ(AMODE.ERRORII)J
ISN 001b IF(JtOTE.EU.O.ANC.LOG.EO.1) YIY=YNORMZ(AMODE.ALOGIO(ERROR(I)I)
ISN 0018 IF(JNDTE.EO.1.AND.LOG.EO.O) YIY=YNORMZ(AMNODE.ERRORI(IJ)
TSN 0020 IF(JNDTE.EU.1.AND.LOG.EO.1) Y!Y=YN:RMZ(AMODE.ALOG1IO(ERROR1(I)))
ISN 0022 IF(JNDTE.EGh 2.ANO.LOG.EQ.0) YTYYNIRWZ4AM:OE EKR8R- 444J4
ISN 0024 IF(JNDTE.EU.2.ANC.LOG.EO.1) YIY=YN1PMZ(AMODE.ALOG10(ERROR2(1 )))
ISN 0026 XIX=XNORYZ(AMOOERANGE5(I))
ISN 0027 IF(NSS,.EO.1) GO TO 4C8
ISN 0029 PRINT 100,XIX.YIY
ISN 0030 100 FORMAT(1. ,2Fo.O)
iSN aot 408 CONTINUE
ISN 0032 XIX=XIX-J.
ISN 0033 YlY=YIY+lb.
ISN 0034 IF(NSS.oEOo1) GO T' 409
ISN 0036 PRINT 101.MHfU'q(I)
ISN 0037 101 FORMAT(1H ,IJ)
1SN 0038 409 CALL NUMBYRG(AWODE.XIX.YIY.2,MH'QURS(I))
ISN 0039 10 CONTINUE 1209
ISN 0040 RETURN !L2I
ISN 0041 END 1211
Figure D-4. Subroutine TIMTCK
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LEVEL 20.1L (AUG 711 OS/300 FORTRAN H
CCLPILE.R OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN.OPT=0Z2LINECT=58.SIZE=OOOO00K,
SOURCEE8CDIC.NOLISTNODECK.LOAD.MAP.NOEDITID.XREF
F-SN.-002 SUkaROUTINE ALTCK(KJJNDTE) L4-3
ISN 0003 COMMON ITIME (99g9).ITlI(E9(9999).ITYPE(9999).MHCURS(100).PANGES(10
10,.ERFRR(50),ERRORII(0).EERCR2(50).RANGLZ(30).IHOUR2(30).ABSIC(30)
1,ABSICi(30).A3SIC2(30).IIDAT.IIDATI.IH 0009
ISN 0004 COMMON ERRLJI.ERRLD2,ERRLO3.ERRHII.ERRHiI2ERRHI3
ISN 0005 CCMMON AMODE(200).CON.MANY.LOG
ISN o000 COMMON NSIe.NS S2.NSS3.NSS4.NSSS.NSSb.AS.A7.B3.IS5.IXIY
ISN 0007 INTEGER AS. Al. 83. 85
ISM 0008 CALL LEGNDG(AMODE.237.. 900..91.91HNUMBERS ON CURVE INDICATE RADIAL
I DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF EARTH ALCNG THE TRAJECTORY KM*1000)
ISN 0009 DO 10 I=l1KJ 12[9
ISN 0010 IF(JNDTE.EOeO.ANC.LOG.EO.O) YIY=YN:]RMZ(AMODE.A8SIC(I))
ISN 0012 IF(-JN3T.EQ.0.AND.LOG.EQ.1) YIY=YNORMZ"AMODE.ALOGiO(ABSI.C(iJJJ
ISN 0014 IF(JNDTC.EQ.I1.ANO.LOG.EO.0) Y!Y=YNRMZ(AMODE.ABSIC1I(I))
ISN 0016 IF(JNDTE.EQ.1.ANO.LOG.EO.I) YIY=YNnRfLZ(AMODE.ALOGi0(ABSICI(I)))
ISN 001d IF(JNDTE.E3.2.ANC.LOG.EO.0) YIY=YN9RMZ(AMODE.ABSIC2(I))
ISN 0020 IF(JNOTE.EO.2.ANO.LOG.EQO. YTY=YNORMZ(AMODE.ALOGIO(ASIC2(I )))
TSN 0022 HOUR2=FLOAT(IHOUR2(1)) 1223
ISN 0023 XIX=XNORMZ(AMODEHOUR2)
ISN 0024 IF(NSSS.EO.I) GC TO 410
I9N 0020 PRINT 100.AIXYIY
ISN 0027 100 FORMAT(IH Fo0.0.F.O0)
ISN 0028 410 CONTINUE
ISN 002Y XIX=XIX-12.
ISN 0030 YIY-YIY+I1.
ISN 0031 IF(NSFS.EO.I) GO TO 411
ISN 0033 PRINT 101ORANGE7(I) 1234
ISN 0034 101 FORMAT (IH .F10.4) 1235
ISN 0036 411 IRAN7=RANGE7(1)
ISN 0036 CALL NUMBQG(AMODE.XIX.YIY.3,IPAN?)
ISN 0037 10 CONTINUE L237
ISN 0038 RETURN 1238
ISN 00J9 END 1239
Figure D-5. Subroutine ALTCK
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LEVEL 20.1 (AUG 711 OS/300 FOPTRAfI H
COkPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN.DPT=02.LINECNT=5.5SIZE=OOOOK.
SJURCoEEUCOICNOLIST.NODECK.LOADMAPNoEDITID. XEF
16N a40a 2 $S8J-A -W TI-TLE$S (MTYPE.MSXIS) 1241
ISN 0003 COAMCN ITIMLEO(999).ITIME9(y999).ITYPE(9999).MHOURS(100).RANGES(10
lO)tQPRRUR(50)ERROP l(O).ERROR2(b0).RANEE7(O)NtHOUR2(30o. ABSILC30)
I.ABSICI(30).AdtSIC2(JO).IOIAT.IIDATI.IH 0009
I-SN 0004 CGMMGN ERPLOI.ER9LO21.ERRLO3.ERRHII.ERRHI2.ERRHI3
ISN 0005 CCMMON AMODE(200).CON.MANY.LOG
I-N e0e9 C-#4#GN N6S.N$SS2NSS4.NSSA~NSSbeNSS6.AG.A7.e3I&4-~1Y
ISN 0007 DATA INCRD.JSY3UT/b.o/
ISN 0008 DATA IYDARK/I/.YLAUEL/I./
ISN 0009 INTLGER AS. A7. 03. US
IsN 0010 REALt* SNAME
ISN 0011 CALL OUJCTG(AMODE.204..145.,llbI..95J.)
ISSN O12 CALL PA-EGIA')OEiO..I )
ISN 0013 IF (MSKIP.EU.o) GO TO 2001 1250
ISN 0015 1 IF (MSKIP.EU.t) GO TO 50 1251
ISN 0017 GO TO (5s4JSlb).MTYPE
1SN 0018 35 YB=Y1e
ISN 0019 YT=YTI
t'N 0020 YGqID=YGRIDI
ISN 0021 IF(LOG.EC.O) IYCARK=YLABI/YGPRIP
ISN 0023 IF(LOG.EC.O) YLABEL=YLABs
ISN 0025 FMTY=FMTYI
ISN 0026 GO TO ~a
ISN 0027 45 Yb=Y82
ISN 024t YT=Y-T2
ISN 0029 YGRIL=YGSID2
ISN 0030 IF(LOG.EO.O) IYDARK=YLA62/YGPID2
ISN 0032 IF(LOG.EC.O0) YLABEL=YLA82
IZN 0034 FMTY-=FMTYZ
ISN 003J GO TO DR
tS1N 0036 55 YB=YB3
ISN 0037 YT=YT3
tSN 0038 YGqID=YGRIDJ
ISN 0039 IF(LOG.EO.O) IYDARK=YLAB3/YGRID3
19 0041 IF(LOG.EO.O) YLAUEL=YLAB3
ISN 0043 FMTY=F.TY3
ISN 0044 50 CONTINUE
ISN 0045 IF (CSKIP.EU.O) GO TO 60 1255
tSN 0047 IF (MSKIP.EU.2) GO TO 60 12S64
ISN 0049 CALL SUGJEG(A.ODE.O..YB824.,YT)
ISN 0050 IF(LOG.EO.l) CALL SETSUG(AMOOE.24.1. )
ISN 0052 CALL SETSMG(AMODE.14.0.)
UISN 005-3 CALL GRD10(AMO4DE..5.YGR1ID02.eIYDARK)
ISN 0054 CALL SLTSMG(AMODE.14,3.)
ISN 0055 CALL LAdELG(AMODE.O Oe..0.2)
ISN o00o GO TO 90 1259
ISN 0057 60 CALL SUSJEG(AMODE.XR.Ye.XL.YT)
ISN 0058 IF(LOG.EOc.) CALL SETSMG(AM'DE.24,1.)
IsN 000e CALL SET.SG(AMODE.14.0.)
tSN 0061 CALL GFIOG(AMODE.-XGRIOYGDYGRIODIXDAK.IYDARK
ISN 0062 CALL StTSMG(AMODE.14.3.)
ISN 0063 CALL LAeELG(AMOCEO.-XLABEL.O.FOTX)
ISN 0064 GO TO 90 1263
tSN 0065 80 CALL SUUJEG(AMIDE.XL.Y8.XR.YT)
Figure D-6. Subroutine TITLES (1 of 3)
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200 CALL NU~MRG(AMODE.937. I000. b, IUNI
CALL NUMNG(IAMODE,913..90d..*.ISATI
IF (MSKIP.=Q.5.0R.MSKP.EQo.) CGO TO 30
IF(MTYPE.EU.2) GC TO 20
TF(MTYE.EEQ.3) GO TO 25
CALL SETSMG(AMrlDE.bO.270. 

































































































CALL LEGNUG(AMODEZ44 .. 980O.32.32HOREI TAL UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATE FOR
I)
CALL SCTSMGIAM-OE.A5..4751
CALL LEGNUG(AMJDE.Z,..1O00..d3.8AHNMTSSION AND TRAJE
I DHIVISIN, GOODARD SPACE FLIGHT CLNTER RUN DATE




F(MSKIP.ED.I.l.e.MSKIp.EQ.5.fP.MMKIP.EQ.6) GO tO 40
CALL LLGNJG(AMODE.412..II..b4.



















LEVEL 20.1 (AUG 71) 
ILER OPTIJNS - NAME= MAIN.UPT02,LINtCNT=b.SIZE==OOOOK,
5OURCE,EBCDICNO)L ISTINODECKKLOAD.MAPNOEDIT. ID. XREF
SUBROUTINE T APES(IBLAP)
COMMCN ITITML(9999),ITTME9(9999).JTYPE(9999).MHDURS( 00).PANGE5(10
101,wRRR( O), E9ROPI( 50).EPROR2( 50 ),RANGE7(J30)IIHOUR2(30 ).AUSIC(30)
I. ASIC 301). ASIC2(30). II DAT IIDATIIH
CMNMCN ERSL31,ER9L02,EPRLOA.EPRHIIERRHI2.ERRHI3
COMMCN AMJD)L(200)1CON.MANY.LOG
E - t1E6!N fCPtTJ SEQUENCE
CUM'ON NSSI .NSS2.NSS3.NSS4.NESS,NS56.Ab.A7.83.85.IX IY
C * END OCPLT3 EEQUENCE
REAL * d TAPE.SCqTST
DIMENSION TAPE(25),IFILE(25)
DATA S3RTST/SH /
CG * EGIN OCPLT3 SEQUENCE
INTEGE9R A5. A7, B3, US
C * END OCPLTJ SEUEtNCE
IF (IULAP.EG.0) GO TO 60






IF (TAPc(I).E0.SORTST) GO TC 20
10 CCNTINUE
20 DO 30 J=I.e5
READ 190, TAPE(J).IFILE(J.)
PRINT 9190 ,TAPE(J).IFILE(J)









IF(ICOP.GT.IFILE(IVC)) GO Tn 600
GO TO 200
600 IVC=IVC+l
TF(IVC.EO.I) SJ 'O 199
ICOP=1
C * BLGIN OCPLTJ SEQUENCE






C * ENDO qCPLT3 OE3UENCE
PRINT 230.TAPt(IVC)




UNT -APE.2X.Ab,2X,20HON A-5 AND HI











































































3S/ 360 F nRTRAN H
LSN 005l 110 IDC2=IDC2+I [438
ISN 0052 IF (IDC2.GT.IFILE(IDC)) GO TO 70 1439
I-SN 0044 GO TO 20a0 LA"0
ISN 0055 70 IDC=IDC+I 1441
ISN 0056 IF(IOC.GT.J) GO TO 199 1442
ISN 0058 IDC2=l 1443
ISN 0059 PRINT 251 .TAPE( IDC) 1444
ISN 0060 251 FORMAT(LHI,26HOPERATOR PLEASE MCUNT TAPE.2X.A6.2X.20HON 8-5 AND HI 1445
IT START) LAA6
C PAUSE
ISN 0061 GO TO 200 1449
ISN 0062 199 PRINT 201O 1449
ISN 0063 20t FORMAT(I HI.o2HALL EOQUESTED TAPES HAVE BEEN PROCESSED - EXECUTION 145
ITERMINATED) 1451
ISN 0064 CAI-L EXITG(AMNOO)
ISN 0005 GO TO 300 1453
ISN 0066 200 RETURN 1454
ISN 0067 300 STOP 1455
ISN 0068 END 1-456
Figure D-7. Subroutine TAPES (2 of 2)
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CGOPILER OPTIJNS - NAME= MAIlNOPT=O2.LINLCNT=5$.s IZE=000K
SOURCE.EJCDIC.tNOLIST.NOOECK.LOADOMAP.NOEDIT.I OXREF
I6S-400 SU&iw40U4T4 u$T-APF-)
C *OCPLTJ SUBROUT NE
C -T-HE-;JRPOESE UF THIS SUbROUTtINE IS TO bACKS-ACE TO T14E BEG-NNING-
C -OF A COMPARE TAPE SEGMENT
IStN 003 COM8ON ITIMEd(9999).ITI ME(9Y999)tITYPE(9999). HOURS(Ioo),RANIEBIO
I0).EPROR(50)oEPPJOR(50).EFROR2(50).RANGE7(30).IHOUR2(30).ABSIC(301
!i-AICI t{ 3J-AdS If 2({30) i IOAT. IIODATI. IH 0t
ISN 0004 COMMON ERRLOI.tERRLO2ERRLO3.EPR-IIERPHI22.ERRHI
ISN 0005 ceMMON AMUDE(2001.CON.MANY.LOG
ISN 0006 COMMON NSSI NSA32.NSSJ.NSS4.N SNS56.A5.A7.63.BSIXIY
(5SN 000 7 OAT -CHCK1IIH6/
ISN 00C8 CATA CHCK2/IH7/
1 N 0009 I-NTEGER AS. A7, B3. Lb
ISN 0010 3040 DO 3OJ0 I = 1. 34
ISN 0011 30-50 SACK(SPACE NF
ISN 0012 PEAO (NF. JO303 AJCOMP
1AM 0013 2080 FORMAT (IX. Al)
IsN 0014 PRINT 4000. AjCCMP
IS 0015 4000 FORM4AT (dH A3COM.P=.AI)
ISN Olb IF (A3CJMP.EO.CHCKI.OR.A3COMP.EO.CHCKŽ) GO TO 3040
ISN 001d D00 J14 I = I, e
ISN 0019 J140 aACKSPACE NF
15N 0020 REAU (NF. 30dO) A3COMP
ISN 0021 IF (A3COMP.EU.CHCKI.OR.A3COMP.EO.CHCK2) GO Tr 3040
IAN 0024J- DC 310 I = 1. 15
ISN 0024 3150 BACKSPACE NF
ISN 0025 RETURN
ISN 0020 END
Figure D-8. Subroutine BSFTAP
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3)S/3b0 FORTRAN HLEVEL 20.1 (AUG 71J
COQPILER OPTIONS - NANM= MAIN.;OPT=02.LINECNT=58.SIZE=OOOOK
3JJRCE.EBCDIC.NOLISTNODECK.LCADMAP.NOEDITID.XREF





C THIS MODULE IS DESIGNED TO CONVERT CALENDAR TIME TO INTERNAL 00070




C JYEAQ ALWAYS EQUAL TO 1957 00120
C MCNTH ALWAYS EQUAL TO 9 00130
C DAY ALWAYS EQUAL TO 18 0014O
C NBRDAY ARRAY CCNTAINING 'HE NUMBER OF DAYS PREVIOUS TO THE ITH 00150
C MONTH 00160
C TIMDUT NUMBER OF DUT'S F°Ok 9/18/57 TO THE CALENDAR TIME 00170
C IOUTIM ARRAY CCNTAINING 'HE YEAR.MONTH.DAY.HOUR AND MINUTE OF 0.010B
C CALENDAR TIME 00190
C J USED FOR LEAP YEAPS 00200
C M CJNTAINS THL LAST TkO DIGITS OF THE YEAR 00210
C SEC SEC"NOUS OF CALENDAR TIME (LESS THAN A MINUTE) 00220
C K NUMBER OF DAYS FROM 9/18/57 TO JAN I OF THE CALENDAR YEAR 00230
C IDREF NUMBER rF DAYS FROM 9/18/S7 TO THE CALENDAR DAY 00240
C TIMSEC NUMtBER OF DAYS FllM 9/18/57 TO CALENDAR TIME 00250
C CStC NU~dER OF SECONDS IN THE CALENDAR DAY 00160
C L SET TI 0 IF NOT LEAP YEAP SET TO I IF LEAP YEAR 00270
C 00280
C 00290
ISN 0003 4EAL *B TIMDUT.CSEC.TIMSEC 00300
ISN 0004 OTMENSI9N ISUTIl(5). NtRDAY(1Z) 00310
ISN 0005 DATA NRRUAY /0,31.tS9.901l0, I 151i181.212.243,2-73.304,334/ 0030
4 ,JYEAR/57/.MONTH/9/.JDAY/.ld/.JDREF/O/ 00330
ISN 0006 IF(TIqDUT *GT. 0.0) GO TO 10 00340
C 00350
C 00360
C , -** ..... .t. ********** ************.******370
C 09.89
C a CCMPUTES NUMiER OF CENTIDAYS EETwEEN THE REFERENCE DATE AND A 00390
C * PEQUESTED DATE 00400
C * 00410
C t ...^* ....... -* .. .........l·-** **$ tt*0020
C 00430
C 00440
ISN 0008 M = M(D(IJWUTIM(I). 1900) - 1 00450
ISN 0009 ISUM = M0IOOOO+IOUTIM,(2)*100+O1UTI.34(3J 00460
ISN 0010 IF (ISJM.GE. bo0918) GO TO 444 00470
ISN 0012 TIMjUT=--Uj 00480
ISN 0013 RETURN 00490
ISN 0014 444 CONTINUE 00500
ISN 001 K=104 00510
ISN 0016 IF(t.LJ.oS.) K=-201 00520
C COWMUTLS rlUMuLF OF DAYS FPnM PEFLRENCL DATE TO HEGINNING OF YEAR 00530
ISN OOM 1 IF(MEtODSo .04. M.EE.57) GO TO WS7 00540
ISN 0020 DC I I= 5U.M 00550
Figure D-9. Subroutine TCONVO (1 of 3)
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LEVEL 20.1 (AUG 71) 05/360 FORTRAN H
ISN 002L K.=K*3b 00560
ISN 0022 IF (MOD(1,4) .EO. O) K = K+l 00570
S1- 0024 1 CO4NT INUE QnnD
C DETERMINES NUMbER OF DAYS FROM THE BEGINNING OF REFERENLE YEAR TO THE 00590
C N-EGINN-IN OF YEAR FC8 DATE REQUESTED 0060D
ISN 0025 SE7 J=O 00610
ISN 0026 IF ((MDU(IOUJTIM(i),4) EQ, 0) *AND. (IOUTIM(21) GT. 21)) J 1 00620
C ADDS ANOTHER DAY TO COUNT IF THE PEQUESTED DATE IS A LEAP YEAR AND MONTH00630
C S-G6eA-TER THA-FEBRUAPY 00640
ISN 0028 I = IDUTIs(2) 00650
ISN 0029 IDPEF=K+NBRDAY(I)+IIOUTIM(31)J 00660
C COMPUTES TOTAL NUMBEP OF DAYS FCRM REFERENCE DATE TO REOUESTED DATE 00670
ISN 003e TIMSEC=(IDSEF-JCSEF)*s6400 +IOUTIM(4)t3600 eIOUTIMS(I*60 00680
ISN 0031 TIMSEC=TIMSEC + SEC 00690
C CE-MPUTES TOTAL NUMAEq OF SECONDE FROM REFERENCE DATE TO REQUESTED TIME 007O0
ISN 0032 TIMDUT=TIMSEC/de4.0 00710
C DETERMINES NUMBER OF CENTIDAYS BETWEEN THE TWO DATES 20720




C * COMPUTES THE CALENDER UATE GIVEN THE NUMbER OF CENTIDAYS FROM THE 00780




ISN 0034 10 CCNTINUE 00840
ISN 0035 CSEC = (DMJD(TIWDUT+O.oD-7.102))*8o4DO 00850
C DETERMINES NJMbER OF SECONDS LESS THAN A DAY 00860
ISN 0030 SEC=DMOf(CSEC.6DI ) 00870
ISN 0037 1OVTIM(B5)OMOD(CSEC.3002 )/60.0 o00o0
ISN 003 IOUTIM(4)=CZEC / 3000.0 00890
C THE ABOVE THREE STATEMENTS DETEF.MINEPESPECTIVELY.THE NUMBER OF SECONDS. 00900
C MINUTES ANO HOURS CF THE REQUESTED DATE 00910
ISN 0039 TIMDT=TIMDUT+.5787D-7 00920
ISN 0040 K=NBRDAY(MJ.NTH)+JOAY+IFIX('IMDT /100.) 00930
C DETERMINES N4UMREP OF DAYS FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR OF .THE REFERENCEOO400
C CATE 00950
ISN 0041 IOUTIM(l)=JYEAR 00960
ISN 0042 11 L=O 00970
ISN 0043 IF(MCU(ICUTIM(I),q) EO. 01) L=l 00980
ISN 0045 IF (K .LE.(3J5 + L)) GO TO 12 00990
ISN' 3047 IOUTIM(II=IOUTIM(I) +l 01000
ISN 0048 K=K-30s-L 01010
ISN 0049 GO TC 11 01020
C TFE AUOVE SEGMENT CALCULATES THE NUMBER OF YEAFS FRCM THE PREVIOUSLY 01030
C CALCULATED NUMUEk -IF DAYS 01040
ISN 0050 12 J=O 01050
IFN 0051 D4O 13 1=2,1Ž 01060
ISN 0052 IF (I *GE.J) J=l 01070
ISN 0054 IF (K *LE. (NBRCAY(I) + J t L)) GO TO 14 01080
ISN 005o 13 CnNTINUE 01090
ISN 0057 1=13 01100
ISN 0058 14 IOUTIM(2) = 1-1 01110
Figure D-9. Subroutine TCONVO (2 of 3)
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C DETERMINES ThE MONTH WITHIN THAT YEAR 01120
ISN 0059 IF (I.EO.J) J=O 01130
ISN 004-k IUTIA3J) = K-- NURDAY (1-1) -- (J*L) O1IJla
C DETERMINES TIt NUMBER OF DAYS WITHIN THAT MONTH 01150
ISN 0062 RETURN 01160
ISN 0063 END 01170
Figure D-9. Subroutine TCONVO (3 of 3)
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COP41LE9 CPTIOULS - NAME= MAIN.OPT=o02LINECNT=58.SIZE=OQOOK.
SOURCE.EBCDIC.NOLISTNODECK.LOAD.MAP.NOEDIT.ID.XREF
-FSN 90o2 sw0Tr4&E At64I0- 4TI MEs. LT-134" RA", LAo44 X84_ -- , -P.2.
IRAD3, IEXP3. RANI. IEXP4. 13EOF)
C
C THE PURPOSE OF T-IS SUBROUTINE IS TO PASS VALID AS VALUED FROM
C THE VECTOR COMPAPISON TAPE TO. TfE CALLING PqOGAAM
C
FSS 00-3 E0mmCete-II-Hd 4T899 I oTI ME9*99s9 *i TYEPO 999)--M4GRs-ifL &OAN56ES4-0
10).ERRDR(50).ERROR(50).EE9ROR2(50).RANGE7(30).IHOUR2(30).ABSIC(30)
I.ABSIC1-430).ASSIC2(30.IIDAT.IIDATI.IH
ISN 0004 COMMCN ERRLOI,EFRLO2,ERRLO3 RERRHIIERRI2.ERRH3
ISN 9085 CGOMM44 AW-( E200 CON.N ANY.LO-G
ISN 0000 COMMON NSSI.NSS2NS3,NS54NSSG5.NSS6,A5.A7.83.B5.IXIY
16N 0047 DATA CCK -- /8le/
ISN 0008 DATA CHCK2/IH7/
ISN 0009 OATA STT/4HYYMM/
ISN 0010 INTEGER AS. A7, 83. U5
lEN 0011 13EOF=0
ISN 0012 3000 CONTINUE
15N 0013 I.XIY=IX¥Y+I
ISN 0014 IF (IXIY.GT.33) GO TO 2001
ISN 001 3001 READ (A5, OI1.EqP=3001.
I END=3120) CHECK. ITIME,. ITIME6. RANI, IEX4,.
2RADI, IEXPl, RAO2. IEXP2. RAD3, IEXP3
ISN 0017 3010 FORMAT (IX. Al. lb. IX. 14. 7X. F8.oB IX. 13, 15X. F8.o. IX. 13.
12Xi F.o0, IX. 13. . FB.. IX 131
ISN 0018 IF (CHECK.NE.CHCKI) GO TO 3100
ISN 0020 ITIMEb = o10O000+ITIME5
ISN 0021 Gn TO 3130
ISN 0022 3100 IF (CHECK.NE.CHCK2) Go TO 3000
ISN 0024 ITIME5 = 7-100000+ITIME5
ISN 0025 GO TO 3130
ISN 0026 2001 IXIY=d 
ISN 0027 889 READ(Ab.890.END=3l29) CHC
ISN 0028 090 FORMAT (IX.A4)
ISN 0029 IF (CHC.NE.STTJ GO TO 889
IS 0031 GO TO 3000
ISN 0032 3E-C PRINT 3125
ISN 0033 3125 FORMAT (40H END OF FILE ENCOUNTEFED ON COMPARE TAPE)
-IN 0034 13E0F=I
ISN 0035 RETURN
ISN 00306 129 PRINT 3124
ISN 0037 3124 FORMAT(2X."ENO OF FILE ENCOUNTERED BY READ 889 IN A5READ · )
ISN 00358 13EOF=
ISN 0039 3130 CCNTINUE
ISN 0040 RETURN
ISN 0041 END
Figure D-10. Subroutine A5READ
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LEVEL 20.1 (ALLG 711 0S/3b0 FORTRAN H
LEVEL 20.1 (AUG 71J OS/3o0 FORTRAN H
CO&PILER OPTIONS - NAtE= MAIN.OPT=02.LINECNT=58.SIZE=OOOOK,
SOURCE. ECDIC.NOLIST.N3DECK.LAD.MAP.NOEDIT. ID. XREF
-SN o002 UO0DUT11NE $SREAD (13YMO,I3H. 1-3T-YP)
C
C THE PURPOSE OF T-IS SUBROUTINE IS TO SUPPLY PROPER CALENDAR
C DATE INFORMATION FROM THE WORKING FILE TO THE MAIN PROGRAM
C
ISN 0003 COMMCN ITIMEd(9999).ITIME9(9999).ITYPE(9999).MHOURS(i00).RANGE5(10
0).EP-OqR(5O.tERR IRI(O).EQRRZ(50).RANGE7(G30,IHOUR21,30JAR.S~C30)
1,ABSICI(30),ABSIC2(30).IDAT.IIDATI.IH
ISN 0004 COMMON EqRLOi,.ERLO2,ERRLO3.ERRHII.ERRHI2.ERRHI3
ISN 0005 COMMON AMODL(200).CON.MANY.LOG
ISN 0006 COMMON NSSI NSS2.NSS3.NSS4.NSSS.NSS.A5.A7.B3.B85.IXIY
ISN 0007 DIMENSION IJUTIM(5)
ISN 000 REAL*B TI.4.UT
ISN 0009 INTtGENR2 IJTYPe
ISN 0010 INTEGER As, A7. d3. d5
ISN 0011 READ (dS) A. IJTYPB. 8. C. TIMDUT
ISN 0012 I3TYP = I3TYPB
ISN 0013 CALL TCJNVO (TINDUT. IOUTIM. SEC)
ISN 0014 I3YMD = 100.(IOOGIOUTIM(I)+IOUTIM(2))+IOUTIM(3)
ISN 0015 13HM = 100*IUUTIM(4)+IOU'IM(5)
ISN 0016 RETURN
ISN 0017 END
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